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LOTS 1‒20
Closing Time: Thursday,  28 March 2019

8 pm (IST)

10.30 am (US Eastern Time)



1

F N SOUZA (1924 ‒ 2002)

Portrait of Robert Wraight

Inscribed, signed and dated ‘RW/ Souza/ 1964’ (lower right)

1964

Pen on paper pasted on paper 

16.5 x 10.75 in (42.1 x 27 cm)

$ 4,290 ‒ 5,715

Rs 3,00,000 ‒ 4,00,000

PROVENANCE:

Collection of Nicholas Treadwell from the mid 1960s 

Private Collection, North India 

Private Collection, Mumbai

PUBLISHED

R Wraight, The Art Game, London: Leslie Frewin, 1965 (illustrated on frontispiece)

2

F N SOUZA (1924 ‒ 2002)

Untitled (Portrait of a Man)

Signed and dated ‘Souza 56’ (centre left)

1956

Monotype on paper pasted on mountboard 

29.25 x 21.25 in (74 x 53.7 cm)

$ 17,145 ‒ 21,430

Rs 12,00,000 ‒ 15,00,000

PROVENANCE

Property from the Estate of Francis Newton Souza

Christie's, London, 9 June 2010, lot 133

Private Collection, New Delhi

“Eyes in the brow the better to see 

with the brain 

Stars in the face are the scars of 

Smallpox 

Arrows in the neck like flies mean 

Affliction 

The grinding of the teeth is not in 

the Day of Resurrection 

But today 

The jacket, tie and stiff collar 

are signs of respectability.”  F N SOUZA

8 9



4

F N SOUZA (1924 ‒ 2002) 

Untitled (Woman in Profile with Nose Ring)

Signed and dated 'Souza/ 1951' (upper left)

1951

Gouache on paper 

22 x 15 in (55.9 x 38.1 cm)

$ 25,000 ‒ 35,000

Rs 17,50,000 ‒ 24,50,000

PROVENANCE

Property from the Keren Souza Kohn Collection

Saffronart, Mumbai, 11 September 2013, lot 53

Private Collection, Singapore

Painted in 1951 in London, the present lot continues the artist’s exploration of figuration, specifically his depiction of 

heads, that began in the 1940s and would continue for the next few decades, undergoing transformations in style and 

form. This portrait of a woman in profile juxtaposes earth tones with a brighter shade of yellow outlining her facial 

features, and the eponymous nose ring and a thick, dark braid are identifiable against the distorted forms. 

“It is in depicting heads that Souza introduced his most inventive features that bring to the fore his whole painterly 

arsenal. His use of colour is conventional with thick, ridged strokes of paint squeezed straight from the tube on to the 

canvas… It is the line that is Souza’s most articulate element and he uses it with great agility to encase the form. It is a 

sharp, clear, virile boundary that separates negative space from positive space and by its sheer virtuosity delineates the 

subject.” (Yashodhara Dalmia, “A Passion for the Human Figure,” The Making of Modern Indian Art: The Progressives, New 

Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001, p. 93) Painted two years after the disbanding of the Progressive Artists’ Group, this 

work nonetheless retains the Group’s vision of art that “amalgamated internationalism with the experience of being 

rooted in India.” (Yashodhara Dalmia, Souza in London, New Delhi: British Council, 2004, p. 16)

3

F N SOUZA (1924 ‒ 2002)

Untitled (Bathers)

Signed and dated ‘Souza 1945' (upper left); inscribed 

and dated ‘F.N. SOUZA/ Bathers ‒ 1945' (on the reverse)

1945

Ink, pencil and gouache on paper 

14 x 20 in (35.3 x 50.8 cm)

$ 21,430 ‒ 28,575

Rs 15,00,000 ‒ 20,00,000

PROVENANCE

An Important Private Collection, Mumbai

10 11



5

K H ARA (1914 ‒ 1985)

Untitled

Signed ‘ARA’ (lower left)

Oil and ink on paper 

30 x 22 in (76.2 x 55.8 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

PROVENANCE

A Distinguished Family Collection, New Delhi 

Thence by descent

6

JOGEN CHOWDHURY (b. 1939)

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Jogen 2016' (upper left); initialled and 

dated in Bengali (lower left)

2016

Pen, ink and pastel on paper pasted on mountboard 

9.75 x 6.75 in (24.7 x 17.2 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

12 13



8

PARITOSH SEN (1918 ‒ 2008)

Untitled (Portrait Cubist de Femme a la Cruche)

Signed and dated 'P.SEN/ 52' (upper right)

1952

Oil on canvas 

25.5 x 19.75 in (64.7 x 50 cm)

$ 5,000 ‒ 7,000

Rs 3,50,000 ‒ 4,90,000

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Paris

Cornette de Saint Cyr, Paris, 27 October 2014, lot 61

Acquired from the above

7

JOGEN CHOWDHURY (b. 1939)

Fruit on the Plate

Initialled in Bengali (upper left) and dated in Bengali 

(upper right); inscribed and dated 'Jogen Chowdhury/ 

Fruit on the plate/ 1998 (Santiniketan)' (on the reverse)

1998

Pen, ink and pastel on paper 

6.25 x 9.75 in (16.1 x 25 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collector, Gujarat

14 15



10

A A ALMELKAR (1920 ‒ 1982)

Untitled (Ganga)

Signed and dated in Devnagari (lower right)

1969

Oil on canvas 

20 x 30 in (51 x 76.3 cm)

$ 8,575 ‒ 11,430

Rs 6,00,000 ‒ 8,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Acquired from the artist's show at Taj Art Gallery, circa 1960s 

Collection of the late Ms Leela Naidu (wife of Dom Moraes) 

Acquired from the above

9

G R SANTOSH (1929 ‒ 1997)

Untitled

Signed in Devnagari and dated '58' (lower right)

1958

Oil on canvas 

24.25 x 30.5 in (61.3 x 77.5 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 15,000

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 10,50,000

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Australia

16 17



11

SADANAND BAKRE (1920 ‒ 2007)

Untitled (Townscape)

Signed and dated in Devnagari and signed 'BAKRE' 

(lower right); signed and dated in Devnagari and 

inscribed 'S.K. BAKRE' (on the reverse)

1962

Oil on masonite 

18 x 24 in (45.5 x 61 cm)

$ 5,000 ‒ 7,000

Rs 3,50,000 ‒ 4,90,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired circa 1963 ‒1964

Private Dutch Collection

Bonhams, London, 7 October 2014, lot 411

Acquired from the above

12

K G SUBRAMANYAN (1924 ‒ 2016)

Still Life in Interior

Initialled in Tamil (lower left); inscribed and dated 'K.G. 

SUBRAMANYAN/ 2005/ STILL LIFE IN INTERIOR' (on the reverse)

2005

Gouache on handmade paper 

29.5 x 21.25 in (743 x 54 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

PROVENANCE

Bodhi Art, New Delhi

18 19



13 

S H RAZA (1922 ‒ 2016) 

Untitled (Venice)

Signed and dated 'S. H. Raza 1952' (lower right)

1952

Gouache on paper 

20.75 x 17.25 in (52.6 x 43.8 cm)

$ 150,000 ‒ 200,000

Rs 1,05,00,000 ‒ 1,40,00,000

This work will be included in the forthcoming volume of the S H 

Raza: Catalogue Raisonne, Early Works, compiled by Anne Macklin in 

collaboration with the Raza Foundation

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Collection of Mr and Mrs Sorovsky, Paris 

A view of present day Venice

Public Domain

20 21



Painted in 1952, two years after S H Raza had moved 

to Paris, the present lot reflects a brief but significant 

point in the artist’s career when he was departing from 

his earlier expressionist style toward a more Cubist 

approach. During his early years in France, Raza travelled 

to the southern countryside (where he would later settle 

down), as well as parts of Spain and Italy. Likely inspired 

by his two month sojourn in Italy, this work depicts a 

scene in Venice, and is a rare and unusual choice for the 

artist who mainly focussed on the French landscape. 

Painted in gouache—Raza’s preferred medium at the 

time—it portrays a picturesque vision of the city with its 

tightly nested buildings set against the dark canal waters 

and a night sky, as gondolas float in the foreground. True 

to his method, Raza deliberately avoids portraying any 

sign of human life in this work. “They are not “views” 

as seen from a particular point, but an affirmation of a 

pictorial truth.” (Jacques Riols, “Indian Artists in Paris: S.H. 

Raza Develops a New Style,” The Sunday Statesman, 1 

November 1953)

Through his travels, Raza was exposed to medieval 

European art, which he had little chance to study in India. 

He was particularly influenced by Byzantine painting, 

Romanesque sculpture, and the pre‒Renaissance painters 

of the Sienese School such as Ambrogio Lorenzetti and 

Simone Martini. According to critic Rudy von Leyden, 

they “appealed to him in their austerity which was capable 

of conveying the most exquisite poetic sensitivity.” (Raza, 

Bombay: Sadanga Publications, 1959, p. 18) 

Simone Martini, Guidoriccio da Fogliano at the siege of Montemassi, 1328‒30

Wikimedia Commons

Venetian Palazzo, 1953

Saffronart, 6‒7 December 2006, lot 29

In works such as the present lot, the artist possibly drew 

inspiration from the bright colours and spatial structure 

of Sienese paintings, such as Lorenzetti’s City by the Sea, 

circa 1340, or Martini’s Guidoriccio da Fogliano at the Siege 

of Montemassi,1328‒30 (see below). The architectural 

setting, flat perspective and delineated structure also 

hark back to the fine compositions of Indian miniature 

paintings, “with the one difference that, while the 

miniatures are essentially illustrative, Raza’s paintings 

create an image. They do not tell a story, they exist.” (Von 

Leyden, p. 18)

A similar work by the artist depicting a palazzo in Venice, the subject of the 

present lot

S H Raza

Image courtesy of the artist

23



Paysage Provencal ‒ I (Cagnes), 1951

Saffronart, 13‒14 June 2018, lot 71

Sold for Rs 1.74 crores ($264,120)

Haut De Cagnes, 1951

Saffronart, Mumbai, 15 February 2014, lot 13

Sold for Rs 5.75 crores ($942,623)

Carcassonne, 1951

Saffronart, 15‒16 June 2011, lot 27

Sold for Rs 95 lakhs ($218,500)

Raza’s primary influence, however, both in subject and 

style during this period, can be traced to the European 

master Paul Cézanne, whose works he was introduced 

to by the French photographer Henri Cartier‒Bresson. 

Cartier‒Bresson had seen Raza’s work in 1948 and had 

found it full of "colour and emotion," but observed that 

it lacked construction. He said to Raza, “...a painting is 

constructed like a building on a sound base with walls, 

base, roof, doors, windows and if it does not have these 

it is fragile. Paintings are in a way similar; you have to 

construct a painting with a sense of geometry. Remember 

the name Paul Cézanne, he mastered construction 

in painting. His paintings are testimony to his sense of 

structure.” (Quoted in Ranjit Hoskote, Ashok Vajpeyi, 

Yashodhara Dalmia and Avni Doshi, Vistaar: S H Raza, 

Mumbai: Art Musings, 2012, p. 138) This meeting with 

Cartier‒Bresson fundamentally changed the direction of 

Raza’s art.

Raza’s works, including the present lot, demonstrate 

a synthesis of these medieval and contemporary 

influences, but in a style entirely his own. “It was in 1952 

that I saw the first works of Raza, recently arrived in 

Paris from India. They were strange and unusual works: 

timeless landscapes, uninhabited cities detached from 

the earth, bathed in cold light. Schematized houses 

were linked one to another in an endless, sinuous chain... 

Through an original separation of light and shadow, 

Raza expressed the contrast of day and of night which 

haunted him ceaselessly.” (Jacques Lassaigne, Art et 

Architecture Actuels, No. 79, Paris: Cimaise, 1967)

Raza carried his childhood fascination with the lush 

forests of Madhya Pradesh, where he grew up, and his love 

of nature with him to Europe, which presented itself as 

a new opportunity for exploration and experimentation. 

He acquired a new understanding of the relationship 

between form, colour and construction. This type of 

landscape, which focused on methodical and detailed 

structure, was new for the artist. “Over these works Raza 

had taken infinite pains. Each shape was carefully related 

to another, weighed, balanced till it had found its place 

in the composition which would appear unshakeable. 

Colour had undergone the most intricate studies to be 

able to express the finest overtones of a poetic situation.

24 25



F N Souza, Raza and Akbar Padamsee in Montparnasse, Paris, 1952. After the success of their first group show Padamsee‒Raza‒Souza: Peintres Indiens at Galerie Saint‒

Placide that same year, Raza and his fellow Progressives received wide praise in the French press, and held many successful shows thereafter. 

Reproduced from Alain Bonfand, Raza, Paris: Éditions de la Différence, 2008, p. 294

An article by Jacques Riols in The Sunday Statesman, 1 November 1953, reflecting on Raza’s style as seen in works such as the present lot.

Because that is what these paintings really are: poetic 

situations. They were as austere and sensitive as the 

landscape backgrounds in the paintings of the Sienese 

primitives with their garlands of houses, walls and 

towers strung across the horizon.” (Von Leyden, p. 18)

The present lot was painted the same year in which 

Raza exhibited for the first time in Paris, at a group 

show with fellow artists F N Souza and Akbar Padamsee 

at Galerie Saint‒Placide. The success of this exhibition 

was followed by several others, and Raza was widely 

lauded in the French press during this period in the 

early 1950s. 

With its careful precision and charming composition, 

works like Venice play an important role in marking 

the plot points which would eventually lead to Raza’s 

success a s one of India’s earliest Modernists.

"My expression is directly in 

paint and even my sources 

of inspiration are not words, 

but paintings themselves."
 S H RAZA

26 27



15

RAM KUMAR (1924 ‒ 2018)

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Ram Kumar 2001' (on the reverse)

2001

Acrylic on paper 

21.5 x 34.5 in (54.6 x 87.5 cm)

$ 11,430 ‒ 14,290

Rs 8,00,000 ‒ 10,00,000

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, 6‒8 May 2003, lot 28

Private Collection, Goa

Acquired from the above

14

S H RAZA (1922 ‒ 2016)

Blue

Signed and dated 'RAZA '69' (lower right); signed, dated 

and inscribed 'RAZA/ 1969/ "Blue"/ 3F' (on the reverse)

1969

Oil on canvas 

10.25 x 8.25 in (25.8 x 20.7 cm)

$ 8,575 ‒ 11,430

Rs 6,00,000 ‒ 8,00,000

This work will be included in the forthcoming volume of the S H 

Raza: Catalogue Raisonne, Early Works, compiled by Anne Macklin 

in collaboration with the Raza Foundation

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist in Paris, 2000

Collection of Sharan Apparao

Acquired from the above reverse

28 29



PROPERTY OF AN IMPORTANT 

COLLECTOR, NEW DELHI

17

AKBAR PADAMSEE (b. 1928)

a) Untitled

Signed and dated 'Padamsee/ 97' 

(lower left)

1997

Pencil on paper

11 x 7.2 in (27.7 x 17.9 cm)

b) Untitled

Signed and dated 'Padamsee/ 96' 

(lower left)

1996

Pencil on tracing paper

7.2 x 5.6 in (18 x 14 cm)

c) Untitled

Signed and dated 'Padamsee/ 96' 

(lower left)

1996

Pencil on paper pasted on board

6.4 x 5.4 in (16.4 x 13.6 cm)

d) Untitled

Signed and dated 'Padamsee/ 96' 

(lower left)

1996

Pencil on paper

7.6 x 5.5 in (19.2 x 14.3 cm)

Double‒sided work

$ 7,145 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,00,000 ‒ 7,00,000

(Set of four)

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

a

b c

d front d reverse

front

reverse

16

RAM KUMAR (1924 ‒ 2018)

Untitled

Signed in Devnagari (front lower right) and 

signed again in Devnagari (on the reverse)

Circa 1950s

Pen and ink on paper 

10 x 13 in (25.4 x 33 cm)

$ 7,000 ‒ 9,000

Rs 4,90,000 ‒ 6,30,000

Double‒sided work

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, New Delhi, 4 September 2014, lot 11

Private Collection, Singapore

30 31



18

BADRI NARAYAN (1929 ‒ 2013)

a)  Untitled

Initialled in Devnagari (on the 

reverse)

Watercolour on paper

11.5 x 11.5 in (29.3 x 29.3 cm)

b)  Untitled

Initialled in Devnagari (lower left)

Watercolour on paper

11.75 x 11.5 in (29.7 x 29.3 cm)

$ 5,000 ‒ 7,000

Rs 3,50,000 ‒ 4,90,000

(Set of two)

PROVENANCE 

Acquired from Aicon Gallery

Private Collection, New York

19

KRISHEN KHANNA (b. 1925)

Women on a Lazy Afternoon

Signed and inscribed 'K.Khanna/ KRISHEN KHANNA/ 

"Women on a lazy afternoon"' (on the reverse)

Oil on canvas 

33.25 x 31 in (84.7 x 78.9 cm)

$ 21,430 ‒ 28,575

Rs 15,00,000 ‒ 20,00,000

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, New Delhi

a

b

32 33



20

JAGDISH SWAMINATHAN (1928 ‒ 1994)

Untitled

Oil on canvas 

24.25 x 36.25 in (61.5 x 92 cm)

$ 42,860 ‒ 57,145

Rs 30,00,000 ‒ 40,00,000

PROVENANCE

Apparao Galleries, Chennai

Bodhi Art, New Delhi
Jagdish Swaminathan

© Jyoti Bhatt

34 35



LOTS 21‒37
Closing Time: Thursday,  28 March 2019

8.15 pm (IST)

10.45 am (US Eastern Time)



N S Bendre, one of India’s significant Modernists, experimented 

with a variety of styles ranging from Expressionism to Pointillism. He 

frequently painted pastoral scenes and protagonists, and familiar, 

simple forms. In the present lot, the artist depicts two women clad 

in traditional dress, seated with their wares by their feet, perhaps 

waiting or taking a break from their work. The soft colour palette 

underscores the portrayal of tranquillity and rest. “For well over half a 

century, Bendre has time and again startled artists and art lovers with 

his innovative use of colour, his sensitivity to the play of subtle hues 

in nature, and his ability to transfer them to canvas with unmatched 

dexterity, whatever the medium.” (Ram Chatterji, Bendre: The Painter 

and the Person, Mumbai: The Bendre Foundation for Art and Culture 

& Indus Corporation, 1990, p. 1) Bendre effectively creates balance 

and harmony in his paintings through his masterful technique and 

use of colour, which can be seen in the present lot.

21 

N S BENDRE (1910 ‒ 1992) 

Untitled

Signed and dated in Devnagari (lower right)

1972

Oil on canvas 

37.5 x 33.5 in (95.1 x 85 cm)

$ 35,715 ‒ 50,000

Rs 25,00,000 ‒ 35,00,000

PROVENANCE: 

Rambhau Mhalgi Prabodhini Trust, Mumbai

“I belong to this earth. … Things here are like a library to me. I’m 

not interested in anything else. Because of this, I don’t create dream 

paintings. Whatever I have experienced in this world, I paint.” 
‒ N S BENDRE

N S Bendre 

Image courtesy of the Bendre family

38 39



22

M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Untitled

Signed 'Husain' (lower right)

Oil on canvas pasted on board 

23.5 x 17.5 in (59.5 x 44.2 cm)

$ 35,715 ‒ 50,000

Rs 25,00,000 ‒ 35,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Private Collector, Gujarat

23

M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Untitled

Signed in Devnagari and dated '74' (lower right)

1974

Sketchpen on jute pasted on canvas 

33.25 x 47.75 in (84.4 x 121.6 cm)

$ 42,860 ‒ 57,145

Rs 30,00,000 ‒ 40,00,000

“Suddenly, a black horse noticed me. 

He paused, turned back and said to me, 

"Go forth and see the world". 

Indeed it is true. 

Seeing the world is to understand one's own existence. 

Husain knows this well. 

Hence he never stays at one place for long.”  M F HUSAIN

EXHIBITED

88 Husains in Oils 003, New Delhi: Vadehra 

Art Gallery, 15 October ‒ 15 November 2003; 

Kolkata: Galerie 88, 2 ‒ 30 August 2003

And Not Just 88: Husains in Oils, Mumbai: 

National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA), 

14 January ‒ 8 March 2004

PUBLISHED

Khalid Mohammed ed., 88 Husains in Oils 

003, New Delhi: Vadehra Art Gallery; Kolkata: 

Galerie 88 and Mumbai: Pundole Art Gallery, 

2003, pl. 28 (illustrated)

PROVENANCE 

Acquired from Pundole Art Gallery, Mumbai

Private Collector, Gujarat

40 41



24

M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

a) Untitled 

Signed and dated 'Husain/ '84' (lower right)

1984 

Watercolour and sketchpen on paper 

17 x 12 in (40.4 x 28.5 cm) 

EXHIBITED

The Lyric Line: A Group Show of Early Drawings, 

New Delhi: Gallery Espace, August 2006

PUBLISHED

Rashda Siddiqui ed., In Conversation with Husain 

Paintings, New Delhi: Books Today, 2001, p. 105 

(illustrated)

b) Untitled 

Signed and dated 'Husain/ '84' (lower right) 

1984 

Watercolour and sketchpen on paper 

11 x 13 in (27.1 x 34.7 cm) 

EXHIBITED

Husain Sketches of China, New Delhi: Maurya ‒ 

Sheraton, 25 August ‒ 2 September 1984

The Lyric Line: A Group Show of Early Drawings, 

New Delhi: Gallery Espace, August 2006

PUBLISHED

Rashda Siddiqui ed., In Conversation with Husain 

Paintings, New Delhi: Books Today, 2001, p.104 

(illustrated)

$ 21,430 ‒ 28,575

Rs 15,00,000 ‒ 20,00,000

(Set of two)

PROVENANCE 

Acquired directly from the artist 

Private Collection, New Delhi

a

b

PROPERTY OF A DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMAN, MUMBAI

25

M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Portrait of RCL Gun Mounted Jeep

Signed in Devnagari and dated '65' (lower right); inscribed 

“‘Portrait of RCL‒GUN‒MOUNTED JEEP”’ (on the reverse)

1965

Ink and wax on paper pasted on board

22 x 30 in (56 x 76 cm)

$ 21,430 ‒ 28,575

Rs 15,00,000 ‒ 20,00,000

PROVENANCE

From the Collection of the late Badrivishal Pitti

Pundole's, Mumbai, 17 January 2013, lot 33 d)
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M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Untitled

Watercolour and sketchpen on paper 

29.25 x 21.5 in (74.5 x 54.8 cm)

$ 17,145 ‒ 21,430

Rs 12,00,000 ‒ 15,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Acquired from Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi

Private Collector, Gujarat
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RAM KUMAR (1924 ‒ 2018)

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Ram Kumar 88' (on the reverse)

1988

Acrylic on paper 

22 x 30 in (56 x 76 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 15,000

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 10,50,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired from Pundole Art Gallery, Mumbai

Private Collection, Switzerland
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RAM KUMAR (1924 ‒ 2018) 

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Ram Kumar 85' (on the reverse)

1985

Oil on canvas 

38.75 x 68.75 in (98.5 x 174.7 cm)

$ 100,000 ‒ 128,575

Rs 70,00,000 ‒ 90,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collection, New Delhi

Private Collection, Mumbai

Ram Kumar’s abstract landscapes capture the essence 

of place without the use of identifiable built structures. 

Writing of the complex quality of Kumar’s work, critic 

Richard Bartholomew says, “When I see a Ram Kumar 

painting... I get the feeling that I’ve been there before... 

The very forms of the composition suggest that. The hard 

and the soft, the tangible and the elusive, the structure 

and the sensation... Ram’s work draws us into its field 

of vision, involving us visually, stimulating us to see this 

detail or that... There is great depth, in perspective and 

feeling. The experience encountered is extremely refined. 

A reductive principle in composition and an immaculate 

technique determine the scale.” (Rati Bartholomew, Pablo 

Bartholomew, Carmen Kagal and Rosalyn D’Mello eds., 

Richard Bartholomew: The Art Critic, Noida: BART, 2012, p. 

536) The present lot has the power to evoke this sense of 

place without specifying what that place might be.
Ram Kumar

Image courtesy of the artist
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After having spent a decade in France, Raza’s artistic methods had 

evolved by the early 1960s, from precisely structured landscapes 

to unrestrained, gestural ones with colour as the primary focus. 

Works such as the present lot continued to be inspired by his 

travels through the French countryside, and were, at the same 

time, beginning to recall his Indian roots and associations. 

Unlike the bright canvases from this period, La Nuit is 

predominantly painted in dark, nearly black shades, with strokes 

of blue emerging from beneath the layers to evoke the night 

sky. In the lower half of the painting, a continuous arrangement 

of white patches and red dabs indicate the presence of houses, 

likely a village by the French countryside—a recurring subject 

in Raza’s works at the time. The present lot, however, shows a 

significant transition in Raza’s style from the previous decade. 

The careful construction and objectivity seen in works such as 

Venice, 1952 (lot 13)—which is partly similar in composition and 

palette—has now begun to wane, leaving room for a new kind 

of emotional subjectivity.

The brushwork, while haphazard, emphasises the use of colour 

and texture as the primary driving forces in the work. According 

to critic Ashok Vajpeyi, colours were shed of their formal purpose, 

but instead were laden with emotionally charged resonances, 

often depicting seasons or moods. It is likely that the dark colour 

palette in La Nuit emerges from the depths of Raza’s childhood 

memories spent in the dense forests of Madhya Pradesh, and 

the fear and fascination associated with them. “Nights in the 

forests were hallucinating... Daybreak brought back a sentiment 

of security and well‒being... Even today I find that these two 

aspects of my life dominate me and are an integral part of my 

paintings.” (Artist quoted in Vajpeyi, p. 197)

Coincidentally, the present lot was painted the same year 

that Raza was invited as a visiting lecturer at UC Berkeley in 

California. During visits to New York, he discovered works by 

Abstract Expressionists Hans Hoffman and Mark Rothko, and he 

was particularly impacted by the works of the latter. “Rothko’s 

work opened up lots of interesting associations for me... It was 

like a door that opened to another interior vision. Yes, I felt that I 

was awakening to the music of another forest, one of subliminal 

energy.” (Artist quoted in Raza: Celebrating 85 Years, New Delhi: 

Aryan Art Gallery, 2007) The present lot is an example of Raza’s 

intuitive exploration of colour relationships as he forged a new 

path in the genre of landscape painting in modern Indian art. 
S H Raza

Image courtesy of the artist
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S H RAZA (1922 ‒ 2016) 

La Nuit

Signed and dated 'RAZA '62' (lower right); 

inscribed 'RAZA/P. 417 '62/ "La Nuit"/ 15 

F' (on the reverse)

1962

Oil on canvas 

21.25 x 25.75 in (54 x 65.5 cm)

$ 50,000 ‒ 60,000

Rs 35,00,000 ‒ 42,00,000

This work will be included in the forthcoming 

volume of the S H Raza: Catalogue Raisonne, 

Early Works, compiled by Anne Macklin in 

collaboration with the Raza Foundation

La Nuit, 1972

Saffronart, 15‒16 June 2011, lot 25

Sold for Rs 31.3 lakhs ($71,842)

PROVENANCE

Collection of Dr Jean‒Louis Amiel

Ader Nordmann, Paris, 10 

December 2014, lot 186

Private Collection, Australia 

PUBLISHED

Olivier Germain-Thomas, S. H. Raza: 

Mandalas, Paris: Éditions Albin 

Michel, 2004, p. 34 (illustrated)
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“In my opinion, colour in Rajasthan represents 

ecstasy. The Jain and Rajput miniatures have 

always been a source of inspiration for me.” 
 S H RAZA 

In the present lot, S H Raza employs a palette 
of red, green and black, evoking the warm 
colours of Rajasthan, and encloses them 
within a broad border in a style reminiscent 
of Jain and Rajput paintings. By doing so, Raza 
captures the essence of the place gesturally, 
as well as thematically. 

Ragini Basant of Raga Sri, Provincial Mughal/

Bikaner, circa 1660

Maharana Jagat Singh II with Ladies and Deer at a Lake, Mewar, 

circa 1740

Folio from Gita Govinda: Krishna Awaits Radha, Mewar, circa 1720
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S H Raza

Image courtesy of the artist
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b) Jodhpur

Signed and dated 'RAZA '76' (lower centre); 

signed, dated and inscribed 'Raza/ 1976/ 

"JODHPUR"' and titled in Devnagari 

(on the reverse)

1976

Acrylic on canvas

48 x 48 in. (122 x 122 cm.)  

30 

S H RAZA (1922 ‒ 2016) 

a) Jaipur 

Signed and dated 'RAZA '76' (lower centre); 

signed, dated and inscribed 'Raza/ 1976/ 

"JAIPUR"' and titled in Devnagari (on the reverse)

1976

Acrylic on canvas

48 x 48 in. (122 x 122 cm.) 

a b

a) PUBLISHED 

Olivier Germain-Thomas, S. H. Raza: Mandalas, 

Paris: Éditions Albin Michel, 2004, p. 34 (illustrated)

Ashok Vajpeyi ed., A Life in Art: S H Raza, 

New Delhi: Art Alive Gallery, 2007, pp.124-125 

(illustrated)

Alain Bonfand ed., Raza, Paris: Editions de la 

Difference, 2008, p. 97 (illustrated)

S H Raza: Punaraagman, New Delhi: Vadehra Art 

Gallery, 2011, p. 52 (illustrated)

b)  PUBLISHED 

Alain Bonfand ed., Raza, Paris: Editions de la 

Difference, 2008, p. 95 (illustrated)”

$ 2,000,000 ‒ 3,000,000

Rs 14,00,00,000 ‒ 21,00,00,000

(Set of two)

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECTION OF KURT ERHART
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The present lot is a rare and monumental diptych 

created with two separate canvases titled Jaipur and 

Jodhpur. Painted in 1976, these paintings of the two 

Rajasthani cities have an important place in the artist’s 

oeuvre, representing a shift in style, medium and subject. 

At the heart of S H Raza’s art is the celebration of nature, 

which manifests in his early expressionist watercolour 

landscapes from the 1940s, the Cubist compositions 

during his time in Paris, as well as his later abstract works 

characterised by the fusion of geometric forms with 

principles of spirituality.

Born in 1922, Raza spent his childhood in the Mandala 

district of Madhya Pradesh surrounded by dark forests 

and lush landscapes. This early experience of nature 

became a lifelong source of inspiration for Raza, and he 

would revisit these memories on canvas years later. His 

love of art brought him to Bombay where he enrolled 

at the Sir J J School of Arts, earning his diploma in 1947. 

At the same time, he worked at a blockmaker’s design 

studio in downtown Bombay, which overlooked one of 

the busiest streets in the city. His watercolour cityscapes 

from this vantage point attracted the attention of fellow 

artists F N Souza and M F Husain—with whom he co‒

founded the Progressive Artists’ Group—and critics 

such as Rudy von Leyden, Walter Langhammer and 

Emmanuel Schlesinger—whose presence, patronage and 

influence was crucial in the burgeoning art world of then 

Bombay. 

In 1948, Raza travelled to Kashmir, a place which 

impressed him greatly, and inspired him to paint with 

a renewed passion and intensity. That year was the first 

turning point in Raza’s life. One of his landscapes of 

the Kashmir Valley won him the gold medal from the 

Bombay Arts Society. In the same year, Raza also met the 

renowned French photographer Henri Cartier‒Bresson, 

who advised him to study the works of Paul Cézanne to 

understand structure in painting. Raza then travelled to 

Paris on a government scholarship, and spent the next 

few years honing his craft at the École de Paris. This move 

to France ushered in the next phase of Raza’s career. 

Inspired by the French landscape and art scene, including 

the paintings of Cézanne, Raza’s works from the 1950s 

demonstrate a Cubist approach, informed by a “sense 

of order and proportion in form and structure.” (Artist 

quoted in Geeti Sen, Bindu: Space and Time in Raza’s 

Vision, New Delhi: Media Transasia Ltd., 1997, p. 57) He 

exhibited in many group and solo shows in Paris, and his 

works sold and became part of important collections. 

Raza soon gained widespread recognition in Europe as 

well as India. He married the artist Janine Mongillat in 

1959, and the couple visited India the same year for an 

exhibition of Raza’s works organised by the artist and 

gallery owner Bal Chhabda at Gallery 59 in Mumbai. 

Following this show, Raza returned to India several times, 

travelling to his native village—which would inspire the 

bindu motif in later works—as well as other less familiar 

parts of the country, including Rajasthan, the focus of the 

present lot. These visits to places new and old ushered 

in a phase that drew from the emotional content of his 

journeys. “Raza was getting himself away from the need 

to paint what he saw, he was drawn more to paint what 

he recalled... It was not romantic nostalgia but Raza was 

torn between two worlds: the tumultuous present, the 

tranquil past. Beauty and fear coming together again as 

in the beginning of his life.” (Ashok Vajpeyi ed., A Life in 

Art: S H Raza, New Delhi: Art Alive Gallery, 2007, p. 80)

By this time, in the 1970s, Raza had moved towards a 

more fluid style. The American Abstract Expressionist 

movement had taken hold over the Parisian art scene, 

and Raza saw greater freedom in this particular form 

of expression. He gradually abandoned all figuration 

and the carefully constructed compositions of the 

1950s, and moved towards the freer forms of gestural 

abstraction. In his choice of medium, too, he switched 

from oil to the more versatile acrylic, as seen in the 

present lot. “Inevitably, freedom is accompanied by 

remembrance, and for Raza this brought home the 

hot, burning colours of miniatures from Mewar and 

Malwa, the searing sensations of his own land. Even as 

the acrylic medium lends the painting a fluid vibrance, 

Raza’s tempestuous gestures, the tongues of flame 

in paintings like Rajasthan, will be immortalised.” 

(Yashodara Dalmia, “Journeys with the Black Sun,” The 

Making of Modern Indian Art: The Progressives, New 

Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 154‒155) 

Raza’s canvases from this period were emotional 

essays, full of colour and vibrant movement. “...colours 

The artist in his studio, Paris, 1951

The artist with his wife, Janine Mongillat, after their 

wedding, 1959

 The artist in his studio, Paris, 1957

The artist in front of a Nandi statue, Damoh, 2006

Images reproduced from Ashok Vajpeyi ed., A Life in Art: S H Raza, 

New Delhi: Art Alive Gallery, 2007, pp. 26, 55, 63, 65

S H Raza

Image courtesy of the artist
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a b

were not being used as merely formal elements: 

they were emotionally charged. Their movements 

or consonances on the canvases seemed more and 

more to be provoked by emotions, reflecting or 

embodying emotive content. The earlier objectivity, 

or perhaps the distance started getting replaced or at 

least modified by an emergent subjectivity – colours 

started to take the light load of emotions more than 

ever before.” (Vajpeyi, p. 78)

Raza began to concentrate on a few selective colours, 

assembled and reassembled to simulate the passion and 

warmth of India’s tropical climate. At the same time, 

he turned to the spiritual and metaphysical aspects of 

nature, and began incorporating these principles into his 

work. Raza’s compositions became more structured, with 

geometry, framing and panels separating forms within 

the canvas, as seen in Jodhpur. In both the paintings 

which form the present lot, Raza employs a palette of 

red, green and black—which evoke the warm colours of the 

Rajasthan landscape—and encloses them with a broad border, 

a style reminiscent of Jain and Rajput miniature paintings, which 

were a major source of inspiration for him. According to Geeti 

Sen, the treatment hints at “figures and the interiors of palaces 

which you find in Rajput narratives.” (Sen, pp. 102‒103) By doing 

so, Raza captures the essence of the place gesturally, as well as 

thematically. “Rajasthan becomes a metaphor for the colours 

of India... Rajasthan is the mapping out of a metaphorical space 

in the mind... The image becomes thus enshrined as an icon, as 

sacred geography.” (Sen, p. 98)

The present lot also contains an early version of the bindu, a motif 

that is now synonymous with Raza’s art. The bindu emerged as 

a result of Raza’s concern with “pure plastic order” combined 

with his preoccupation with nature. “Both have converged into 

a single point and became inseparable; the point, the bindu, 

symbolises the seed, bearing the potential of all life, in a sense. 

It is also visible form containing all the essential requisites of 

line, tone, colour, texture and space. The black space is charged 

with latent forces aspiring for fulfilment.” (Artist quoted in Sen, 

p. 134) These two distinct paintings form one cohesive whole, 

and represents a significant milestone in the artist’s journey of 

self‒discovery, as well as in his artistic path towards becoming 

one of India’s best k nown Modernists.

KURT ERHART
Kurt Erhart is a seasoned art collector and connoisseur, hailing from Innsbruck, a city in western Austria. 

Erhart's association with India began as a result of his business running a fashion‒based textile company. 

Through this enduring relationship, he had the opportunity to meet and interact with several eminent 

Indian artists, including S H Raza and Krishen Khanna, and began collecting Indian art in the 1980s. The 

present lot is part of this fine collection.

Rajasthan IV, 1961

Saffronart, Mumbai, 13 March 2018, lot 26

Sold for Rs 2.64 crores ($412,500)

Earth, 1986

Saffronart, 10‒11 June 2015, lot 33

Sold for Rs 7.75 crores ($1.23 million)
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32

K G SUBRAMANYAN (1924 ‒ 2016)

Untitled

Initialled in Tamil (lower right)

Acrylic on acrylic sheet 

11.75 x 8.25 in (29.6 x 21 cm)

$ 3,575 ‒ 5,000

Rs 2,50,000 ‒ 3,50,000

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, 30 November ‒ 2 December 2004, lot 55 b)

Acquired from the above

31

SAKTI BURMAN (b. 1935)

Twilight Dancer

Signed 'SAKTi BURMAN' (lower centre); signed, 

inscribed and dated ‘SAKTi BURMAN "TWiLiGHT 

DANCER"/ 2010' (on the reverse)

2010

Oil on canvas 

10.25 x 7.75 in (26 x 19.9 cm)

$ 7,145 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,00,000 ‒ 7,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired from Art Musings, Mumbai

From a Private Collection, Mumbai

PUBLISHED

B N Goswamy, Kishore Singh, Mrinal Ghosh eds., Sakti 

Burman: The Wonder of it All, Mumbai: Pundole Art Gallery 

and Chennai: Apparao Art Galleries, 2012, p. 198 (illustrated)
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B PRABHA (1933 ‒ 2001)

Untitled

Signed and dated 'b.prabha/ 1967' (lower right)

1967

Oil on canvas 

25.75 x 19.75 in (65.7 x 50 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 15,000

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 10,50,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Property from the Estate of Dr Robert L Crane

Christie's, New York, 18 March 2014, lot 260

Acquired from the above

34

JOGEN CHOWDHURY (b. 1939)

Dead‒I

Inscribed and dated in Bengali (upper right) and signed 

and dated 'JOGEN 2004' (lower centre); inscribed and 

dated 'Jogen Chowdhury/ "Dead‒I"/ 2004 (Santiniketan)' 

(on the reverse)

2004

Pen, ink and pastel on paper 

7.25 x 9.25 in (18.5 x 23.5 cm)

$ 8,000 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,60,000 ‒ 7,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired from Sakshi Art Gallery, Mumbai

Private Collection, Scotland

Dr. Robert I Crane was one of the foremost scholars of Indian history in 

the US, and a leading exponent for Indo-American relations. A published 

author on the subject, Dr. Crane taught at a number of Universities. 

Born in Calcutta, Dr. Crane was stationed in Delhi with the technical 

aid mission from the US Office of Special Services to British India during 

World War II, and continued to preserve his ties with country all his life.
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“I paint while I can, though I do not know why I paint... I would like to 

be happy with the thought, if my work gives joy of introspection or 

relief from the prison‒house of knowledge. I paint because I cannot 

keep away from it and because it takes me away from myself.” 
 JAGDISH SWAMINATHAN

Jagdish Swaminathan

© Jyoti Bhatt
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JAGDISH SWAMINATHAN (1928 ‒ 1994)

Untitled

Signed and dated in Devnagari (on the reverse)

1981

Oil on canvas 

45 x 31 in (114.5 x 79 cm)

$ 100,000 ‒ 128,575

Rs 70,00,000 ‒ 90,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Acquired from Dhoomimal Art Gallery, New Delhi

Private Collector, Gujarat

Jagdish Swaminathan explored the Bird Mountain Tree series for nearly two 

decades, finding new combinations to present the three titular motifs. “What 

happens is that when you see a recognisable object, and notice it time and 

again, then you come to ‘feel’ its repetition.” (Jagdish Swaminathan, Art Etc. 

News and Views, originally published in Hindi in Ravivar, 1979, online) 

Born in Simla, Himachal Pradesh in 1928, the influence of the art traditions 

of that region is apparent in Swaminathan’s work. The present lot features 

the vivid colours characteristic of the Bird Mountain Tree series, framed by 

a lilac border reminiscent of Pahari miniatures. Swaminathan also had a 

profound interest in the underlying symbolism of the folk and tribal art of 

Central India. He experimented with totemic symbols from early societies in 

a constant quest to simplify and find the origins, in his desire to return to 

purity. “His structures were elemental, uniquely his own. He conjugated them 

to create undreamt of images. Hills, birds, insects, plants, water, air, unbuildable 

buildings but no human beings. Their relationship on the canvas had nothing 

to do with the laws of this physical world… A rock suspended in mid‒air with 

a sleek bird atop of it, a mountain reflected in a lake which leaves you guessing 

as to which is which, and steps on a monument leading nowhere.” (Krishen 

Khanna, J Swaminathan: Contemporary Indian Art Series, New Delhi: Lalit Kala 

Akademi, 1995)

The elements in this series are representative of larger ideas, and are themselves 

only agents. “The mind moves through the object to the idea, and through 

the idea to the object. Thus, the work becomes concrete and abstract at the 

same time.” (J Swaminathan, “The Traditional Numen and Contemporary Art,” 

New Delhi: Lalit Kala Contemporary Number 29, April 1980, p. 11) 

Untitled, 1974

Saffronart, 6‒7 December 2006, lot 72

Sold for Rs 1.93 crores ($451,000)
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G R SANTOSH (1929 ‒ 1997)

Shakti

Signed in Devnagari and inscribed and dated ''90/ 

SANTOSH' / (SHAKTI)' (on the reverse)

1990

Oil on canvas 

30 x 24 in (76 x 60.8 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, 1‒4 December 2002, lot 65

Private Family Collection, New Delhi

PUBLISHED

Amrita Jhaveri and Priya Jhaveri (ed.), A Guide to 101 Modern 

and Contemporary Indian Artists, Mumbai: India Book House 

Pvt. Ltd., 2005, p. 155 (illustrated)

PROPERTY OF AN IMPORTANT COLLECTOR, NEW DELHI

37

THOTA VAIKUNTAM (b. 1942)

Untitled

Signed and dated in Telugu (lower left)

2013

Acrylic on canvas 

36.25 x 48.25 in (92.1 x 122.3 cm)

$ 25,715 ‒ 34,290

Rs 18,00,000 ‒ 24,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist
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Nephew of the Noble Laureate Rabindranath Tagore, Gaganendranath was a self‒taught artist and caricaturist whose 

art focussed on Bengal and stemmed from his observations of its natural vistas and cultural ethos. His watercolours 

ranged from paintings of Bengal and the Himalayas, to his famous Chaitanya series centred on the 16th  century 

ascetic. His interest in theatre manifested in the way light, shadow and setting interact in his works. From the 1920s 

onwards, he turned to Cubism while continuing to explore Indian themes. As a caricaturist, from his early court 

summons in 1906 and 1907, where he made sketches of the jurors, to his Vichitra Club drawings from 1916 ‒ 1918, 

he showed great wit and humour in drawing out the essence of his characters.

In 1907, Gaganendranath founded the Indian Society of Oriental Art along with his cousin Abanindranath Tagore. 

Having created a platform to promote art that employed and echoed indigenous styles, Gaganendranath remained 

the driving force behind this Society. With his death in 1938, a large number of his paintings passed into the collection 

of the Rabindra‒Bharati Society in Jorasanko, Kolkata.

Gaganendranath Tagore

Wikimedia Commons

PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN, MUMBAI

38

GAGANENDRANATH TAGORE (1867 ‒ 1938)

Untitled

Initialled 'G.T.' (lower right)

Ink on gold board 

4.25 x 7.75 in (10.8 x 19.9 cm)

$ 5,715 ‒ 8,575

Rs 4,00,000 ‒ 6,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE NATIONAL ART TREASURE
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PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN, MUMBAI

39

GAGANENDRANATH TAGORE (1867 ‒ 1938)

Untitled

Initialled 'G.T.' (lower right)

Ink on paper pasted on mountboard 

8 x 6 in (20.5 x 15.5 cm)

$ 7,145 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,00,000 ‒ 7,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE NATIONAL ART TREASURE

PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN, MUMBAI
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GAGANENDRANATH TAGORE (1867 ‒ 1938)

University Machine

Initialled 'G.T.' (lower right)

Ink on paper 

9.25 x 7.25 in (23.4 x 18.4 cm)

$ 8,575 ‒ 11,430

Rs 6,00,000 ‒ 8,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE NATIONAL ART TREASURE

PUBLISHED

R K Bhatnagar ed., Gaganendranath Tagore: Contemporary Art 

Series, New Delhi: Lalit Kala Akademi, 1964, pl. 6 (illustrated)

Purnima Devi ed., Gaganendranath Tagore, Kolkata: Sahitya 

Bharti Publication Pvt. Ltd,  2012, p. 168 (illustrated)
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JAMINI ROY (1887 ‒ 1972)

Untitled

Signed in Bengali (lower right)

Tempera on card 

21.25 x 16.25 in (54 x 41.5 cm)

$ 14,290 ‒ 21,430

Rs 10,00,000 ‒ 15,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE 

NATIONAL ART TREASURE

PROVENANCE:

Private UK Collection

Bonhams, London, 1 May 2003, lot 160

Private Collection, New Delhi

In his search for an artistic expression, Jamini Roy delved into his roots, often 

incorporating elements from traditional art forms such as Kalighat patuas and 

Bankura paintings in his works. His paintings primarily feature characters, often 

from Indian mythology, rendered in a limited range of flat, earthy colours and 

decisive lines. The present lot depicts a dancer, perhaps a gopini, in a sculptural 

tribhanga pose. Despite its simplicity, details such as her costume, accessories 

and the red alta on her hands are carefully accentuated. “Jamini Roy’s images of 

Bengali women, at once voluptuous and demure, displaying the alta‒painted 

hands and feet of domestic duty, have become the most iconic of Roys. With 

their graceful gestures, they came, in troubled times, to represent familiarity. 

This inimitable image of the Bengali woman became a universal icon for 

Calcutta’s middle classes and it was this iconography that fed the nostalgia 

of the Bengali bhadralok.” (Sona Datta, Urban Patua: The Art of Jamini Roy, 

Mumbai: Marg Publications, 2010, p. 26)

© Gabriel Irwin

Reproduced with kind permission of the photographer’s son

The influence of folk art in Roy’s work was deeper than borrowing merely stylistic or structural elements, and 

involved adapting and reforming the themes, usually through several versions of the same work created over a long 

period of time. According to Manasij Majumdar, Roy “often preferred to make images with bare minimal content 

and a rich formalist handling. Even when he treated a motif comprising two or more figures, he always eschewed all 

inessential representational details to move towards extreme simplification of the basic form, defined by smooth 

easy curved brush strokes most often in black or dark Indian red... Their expressiveness lies not in any subtle, complex 

or elaborate thematic statement but in their rigorous simplicity, scrupulous elimination of naturalism and simple 

myth‒like evocativeness.” (Manasij Majumdar, “Jamini Roy – Modernism’s Nationalist Face,” Jamini Roy: National Art 

Treasure, Kolkata: Purba, 2015, p. 55) 
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JAMINI ROY (1887 ‒ 1972) 

Untitled (Three Saints)

Signed in Bengali (lower right)

Tempera on paper board 

15 x 12.25 in (38.1 x 31.1 cm)

$ 5,715 ‒ 8,575

Rs 4,00,000 ‒ 6,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE 

NATIONAL ART TREASURE

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist in Calcutta, circa 1944 ‒ 

1946, by a member of a troupe of actors assigned by ENSA 

(Entertainments National Service Association). The actors 

travelled extensively throughout India, Ceylon and Burma 

during this time, performing plays for the British troops 

stationed there.

Thence by descent

Private Collection, London

Private Collection, New Delhi

43

JAMINI ROY (1887 ‒ 1972) 

Untitled

Signed in Bengali (lower right)

Gouache on card 

12.5 x 32 in (31.5 x 81.2 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE 

NATIONAL ART TREASURE

PROVENANCE

Acquired by Mrs Jane Small and Rear Admiral Walter Small, 

while he was stationed in the Middle East, circa 1967‒68

Thence by descent

Private West Coast Collection

Private Collection, New Delhi
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Raja Ravi Varma, circa 1890s. Photographed by Bhawani Ram

Wikimedia Commons

RAJA RAVI VARMA, often deemed as the “Father 

of Modern Indian Art,” was the first Indian artist 

of aristocratic lineage to depict conventional 

themes with stunning photorealism. As seen in 

the present lot, he was best known for combining 

Hindu mythology with a Western academic style 

of painting, a pioneering move in Indian art 

during the late 19th century. 

Born on 29 April 1848 in Kilimanur, Ravi Varma 

was closely acquainted with the royal family of 

Travancore from a young age, and he frequently 

visited the Court. Under the patronage of 

Maharaja Ayilyom Thirunal of Travancore, 

The Coronation of Rama. A similar work depicting characters from the 

Ramayana, presented as an iconic or decorative image outside the Puranic 

narrative. Here, Ravi Varma chose to depict Rama, an incarnation of Lord 

Vishnu, in dark‒skinned tones, often seen in various traditional illustrations 

of the god. 

Image reproduced from Rupika Chawla, Raja Ravi Varma: Painter of Colonial India, 

Ahmedabad: Mapin Publishing Pvt. Ltd., 2010, p. 161

he achieved fame as a portrait artist, and was highly 

sought after among the Indian royalty, nobility and 

British aristocrats living in India. It was the Maharaja 

who encouraged Ravi Varma to learn and try his hand 

at oil colours—he was one of the first Indian artists to 

do so, employing Western techniques of perspective 

and composition and adapting them to Indian subjects, 

styles, and themes. Along with his younger brother Raja 

Raja Varma, the intrepid artist travelled across India, 

acquiring commissions from influential and affluent 

patrons everywhere they went. 

Ravi Varma’s real passion, however, lay in depicting 

subjects and characters from Hindu mythology and 

classical drama. According to art historian Rupika 

Chawla, he “understood the power of the epics and 

classical texts that he had grown up with, and which 

his environment had so generously bequeathed to him. 

With the rich and plastic oil medium and realism as his 

tools, Ravi Varma transferred the wealth of stories and 

mythology that came so naturally to him, into paintings 

of great resonance. No one had quite reflected upon this 

particular combination of factors before he did. He was, 

of course, not the first to utilize the richness and potential 

of stories from the ancient Puranas... But the blend of 

ancient and modern that he had arrived at was different 

from anything attempted before.” (Rupika Chawla, Raja 

Ravi Varma: Painter of Colonial India, Ahmedabad: Mapin 

Publishing Pvt. Ltd., 2010, p. 158)

Thematically, Ravi Varma classified his paintings as 

Puranic (based on mythology) and religious. “The Puranic 

paintings are generally the large ones, with several figures 

caught in the midst of a dramatic action... the choice 

of scene had to be an unforgettable one within that 

particular narrative, which would invariably lead to a 

series of repercussions and consequences... Interspersed 

within these Puranic paintings are the religious ones, the 

interpretation of which is quite different from the earlier 

category. In the religious paintings the same gods and 

noble characters from the Puranas can illustrate a certain 

state of being, or present an iconic or decorative image.” 

(Chawla, p. 161)

The present lot, titled Hanuman’s Discourse, depicts 

Rama seated on his throne, as Sita, Lakshmana and 

Hanuman gather around him. As part of his homage 

to the Ramayana, Ravi Varma created several Puranic 

paintings that depicted specific canonical scenes from 

the epic, such as Sita Bhumipravesh, as well as religious 

ones portraying subjects and scenarios outside the fixed 

narrative, such as the present lot. Here, the illustrated 

scene likely takes place sometime during the events 

that followed the trio’s triumphant return to Ayodhya 

after defeating Ravana. Ravi Varma reiterates a similar 

scene in The Coronation of Rama, with the titular figure 

surrounded by his family. In both works, Hanuman, an 

ardent devotee of Rama, is seen in a position of worship. 

Although the entire gamut of Ravi Varma’s Ramayana 

based works function as a series of “interwoven concepts 

[that] push the story forward,” (Chawla, p. 161) the 

present lot can be appreciated as a standalone work, 

freed from any continuation in narrative.
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Born in 1848, Ravi Varma would have been in his early 

twenties when he painted Hanuman’s Discourse. He was 

yet to make the iconic Sita Bhumipravesh, which he 

proceeded to do in 1880. The same year, Sir T Madhava 

Rao, the Diwan of Baroda saw the work in Ravi Varma’s 

studio in Trivandrum and promptly spirited it away to 

Baroda as a gift for Maharaja Sayajirao III of Baroda. 

When Ravi Varma painted Hanuman’s Discourse he was 

still under the influence of the Tanjore style of painting, 

a school that he had closely studied during his residency 

at the Travancore court in Trivandrum. The ornate, 

parabolic shaped crowns worn by gods and goddesses in 

Tanjore paintings find continuity in the crowns of Rama 

and his brother Lakshmana in Hanuman’s Discourse. 

Traditional practitioners of the Tanjore style had, in 

their turn, adopted the lofty, jewelled headdresses in 

sculptures and paintings so manifest during the Chola 

period. And now, with the Tanjore style so much part of 

his training, Ravi Varma used the same jewelled crowns 

in Hanuman’s Discourse, and which he repeated in Sita 

Bhumipravesh for the same two godly siblings. He had 

many occasions to observe diverse kinds of jewellery and 

succeeded even at this early period to adorn the royal 

duo with breathtaking diamonds and ruby crowns. His 

capacity to create such jewellery has not been surpassed 

by any painter who uses the academic genre of painting 

in India. 

In Hanuman’s Discourse, Lakshmana leans forward to 

listen to his brother; the same stance is repeated in Sita 

Bhumipravesh but with a slight difference. In the latter, 

it is not Lakshmana in that posture, rather Rama who 

is leaning forward in great shock as Sita disappears into 

the earth. Becoming increasingly busy with commissions, 

Ravi Varma continued to skilfully and convincingly 

repeat body angles and poses in the many paintings 

that he made, without any collector remarking on any 

monotony or repetition in the twists, turns, or angles of 

the figures. 

One major reason for the apparent variety in the 

deportment of the figures is that facial expressions are 

Sita Bhumipravesh, 1880. From the collection of the Maharaj Fatehsingh 

Museum, Laxmi Vilas Palace, Vadodara

In this Puranic scene from the Ramayana, likely painted a decade after the 

present lot, Ravi Varma depicts Rama in a similar pose to Lakshamana’s in 

Hanuman’s Discourse—a figurative choice he often employed in his works. 

Image reproduced from Chawla, 2010, p. 163

A DISCOURSE IN DIVINITY
RUPIKA CHAWLA

very closely related to the story that is being played out 

on a particular canvas. Ravi Varma carefully coordinated 

hand gestures with the facial expressions of a given story. 

And when it came to realism and vivacity of the faces 

he painted, Ravi Varma showed his powerhouse talent 

yet again.

In this early work, the painter’s maturity in bringing both 

beauty and expression to faces is apparent. Within this 

small but tightly structured painting, all four personages 

contribute to the meaning of the narrative. As Hanuman 

reads from the palm leaves, Rama, who occupies the 

central position, explains and instructs, indicated by 

his teaching mudra. Ever the one to visually interpret a 

story down to its very detail, Ravi Varma emphasised 

great importance in Rama’s mudra, as that is the central 

point of the painting. Connected to Rama’s action are 

Sita’s eyes which are fixed on Rama as her head tilts in 

concentration, while Lakshmana leans forward for the 

same reason, not wanting to miss Rama’s words of great 

import.

Rama sits on his gold‒edged green throne with the lion 

and sword symbolising strength and kingship; Sita, his 

wife, appears alongside. But now something fascinating 

catches the eye. Behind the sinhasana are the wispy, 

monochrome remains of another throne made in a more 

rectangular shape. Evidently, Ravi Varma had initially 
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As a member of the Travancore aristocracy, 

Ravi Varma was extremely familiar with 

fine gems and jewels and came across 

many exquisite examples as a portrait artist 

for the affluent society of British India. In 

works such as the present lot, he depicts 

the gods adorned in stunning jewellery 

with the same fine detail and brilliance as 

his commissioned subjects. 

made the rectangular one, realised that it was crowding 

the small canvas and partially wiped, partially covered it 

with brown paint. He then set the green throne diagonally 

across the canvas ensuring that it occupied less space 

than the frontal, square throne would have done. 

Interestingly enough, the matter does not end here. As 

the eye continues to travel up, faint architectural outlines 

become apparent in the brown coloured background of 

the painting. Again, Ravi Varma changed his mind about 

using arches and pillar as the composition would have 

become congested and the impact of the four figures 

would have got lost. The flat background eventually 

painted, prevented the overcrowding and definitely 

contributed to the visual appeal of the very charming 

Hanuman’s Discourse.

February 2019, New Delhi 

Release of Ahalya

Private Collection

Rama Breaking the Sacred Bow of Siva 

Before His Marriage to Sita, 1906

Collection: Srikanta Datta Narasimharaja 

Wadiyar, The Palace, Mysore

Rama, Sita and Lakshmana Crossing the Sarayu (detail)

Private Collection

Ravana Carrying off Sita and Opposed 

by Jatayu ( Jatayu Vadha), 1906

Collection: Srikanta Datta Narasimharaja 

Wadiyar, Chairman, Sri Jayachamarajendra Art 

Gallery Trust, Jaganmohan Palace, Mysore

Sita in Ashoka Grove, 1894

Private Collection

Pregnant Sita Abandoned in the Forest

Collection: Travancore Royal Family, Kaudiar Palace, 

Thiruvananthapuram 

The artist painted a suite of paintings based on the Ramayana, wherein the Puranic paintings depict specific 

scenes from the narrative, and the religious ones portray the gods in a certain iconic or decorative state of 

being (such as the present lot) or depict consequences of events from the canonical narrative. Together, 

they function as a series of “interwoven concepts [that] push the story forward,” according to Chawla.

Images reproduced from Chawla, 2010, pp. 154, 156, 158, 159 and 162
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RAJA RAVI VARMA (1848 ‒ 1906) 

Hanuman's Discourse

Circa 1870

Oil on canvas 

20.25 x 16.75 in (51.4 x 42.4 cm)

$ 571,430 ‒ 857,145

Rs 4,00,00,000 ‒ 6,00,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE NATIONAL ART TREASURE

REGISTERED ANTIQUITY

PROVENANCE

Gifted by the artist to nephew Aswathi Thirunal Marthanda Varma

Thence by descent

Acquired from the above

The present lot was especially painted by Raja Ravi Varma for his nephew Aswathi Thirunal Marthanda 

Varma (also known as B A Prince), the son of Parvathi Bayi, the Attingal Elaya Thampuran, who was the 

second princess of the Travancore royal family. After Aswathi’s death, the painting was willed to his wife, 

Narayani Pillai Thankachi. The couple, who had no offspring of their own, had adopted Narayani’s orphaned 

nephew, N Parameshwaran Thampi, after his mother’s passing. Narayani, on her death, left her worldly 

possessions to him. His daughter, Janaki Pillai Kochamma alias Uma Thampuran, eventually inherited the 

painting. It resided with her at the Kaithavilagom Bungalow, on display above a doorway for over 100 years, 

until it was acquired by the present owner.

“I think we cannot do better than to begin with classical subjects as 

they appeal to the feelings and understandings of the (people)…”
 RAJA RAVI VARMA
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ASIT KUMAR 

HALDAR (1890 ‒ 1964) 

Srijnana (Atisa) Dipankara crossing 

over to Tibet

Signed in Bengali with artist's stamp 

(lower right), bearing a number 20 

sticker (lower left); inscribed and 

dated 'ak.Haldar/ 26/2/52/ Srijnana 

(Atisa) Dipankara crossing over to 

Tibet' (on the reverse)

1952

Gouache on paper 

28 x 20 in (71 x 50.8 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

PUBLISHED:

Dr Radha Kumud Mookerji, Indian 

Culture at a Glance, Lucknow: 

The Department of Education, 

Government of Uttar Pradesh, 1960, pl. 

19 (illustrated)

The present lot is a historical depiction of Atisa Srijnana Dipankara, a monk from Eastern 

Bengal, who journeyed to Tibet in the 11th century. This was a time of cultural exchange 

between India and neighbouring countries, when Tibetan monks studied at monasteries 

in India, and Indian Buddhists visited Tibet. Haldar often portrayed scenes from history 

and mythology with subtlety and accuracy, as can be seen here in the details of the 

costumes, the shaded mountain landscape and the depiction of the challenging journey. 

An important member of the Bengal School of Art, he created a new technique of 

lacquer painting, but was equally renowned for illustrating a wide range of books, in 

addition to being a gifted sculptor and writer. This painting has been published in a 

volume of 30 watercolour works by Haldar depicting significant historical episodes in 

India, titled Indian Culture at a Glance, which “form a new type of art and… the excellence 

of execution in dealing with difficult historical materials that do not lend itself very easily 

to artistic treatment.” (Dr Radha Kumud Mookerji, Indian Culture at a Glance, Lucknow: 

The Department of Education, Government of Uttar Pradesh, 1960)

45

B C SANYAL (1904 ‒ 2003)

Shrouded Woman

Signed, dated and inscribed 'B. Sanyal/ 1980/ 

SHROUDED WOMAN' (on the reverse)

1980

Oil on canvas 

38 x 29.25 in (96.5 x 74 cm)

$ 8,575 ‒ 11,430

Rs 6,00,000 ‒ 8,00,000

PROVENANCE

Dhoomimal Art Gallery, New Delhi

Indian Culture at a Glance by 

Dr Radha Kumud Mookerji, 

in which the present lot is 

illustrated, was published by the 

Government of Uttar Pradesh 

in 1960
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NICHOLAS ROERICH (1874 ‒ 1947)

Sketch to Tristan and Isolde

Inscribed and dated 'Sketch to Tristan and 

Isolde 1922 NY' (on the reverse)

1922

Pencil on paper 

5.25 x 7.75 in (13.6 x 19.6 cm)

$ 11,430 ‒ 14,290

Rs 8,00,000 ‒ 10,00,000

NON‒EXPORTABLE 

NATIONAL ART TREASURE

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Collection of Louis and Nettie Horch, New York 

Bonhams, London, 30 November 2011, lot 66

EXHIBITED

New York: Nicholas Roerich Museum 

(permanent collection) until 1935

PUBLISHED

Roerich Museum Catalogue, New York: Nicholas 

Roerich Museum, 1930, p. 21 (illustrated)

“...the music of Wagner is also true, and rings remarkably in the 

mountains.”  NICHOLAS ROERICH

Nicholas Roerich’s early career in theatre design stemmed 

from his exposure to concerts and operas at St. Petersburg’s 

Court Conservatory in the 1890s, featuring some of the most 

prominent composers of that time. Roerich was especially 

partial to the German composer Richard Wagner, and created 

the set design for many of his operas including The Valkyrie 

(1907) and Tristan and Isolde (1912 and 1922). The artist’s 

intimate understanding of Wagner’s music enabled him to 

create dynamic scenes, as can be seen in the details of the 

present lot – a sketch for the decor of Tristan and Isolde for 

the Chicago Opera Company, created in 1922 in New York 

during Roerich’s travels in North America. Roerich’s passion 

for music extended to his painting, and he applied the 

relationship between music and colour harmonies to his set 

designs. According to Nina Selivanova, “The original force of 

Roerich’s work consists in a masterly and marked symmetry 

and a definite rhythm, like the melody of an epic song.” 

(Quoted on roerich.org, online) During his time in New York, 

Roerich also founded the Master Institute of United Arts in 

1921, with talented instructors teaching a diverse curriculum 

including musical theory and composition, theatre design, 

and various visual and performing arts.

Cover and list of plates in the Roerich Museum catalogue, sixth edition, New York: 

Roerich Museum, 1930

A chart of performances of Wagner's Tristan and Isolde by Chicago opera companies 

from 1911‒1946, including the 1922 performance for which Roerich likely created 

the present lot. Reproduced from bruceduffie.com. 

Nicholas Roerich, Naggar, India, 1932–33

Image courtesy of Nicholas Roerich Museum, New York
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SHANTI DAVE (b. 1931)

Tacit

Signed and dated 'Shanti Dave/ 63' (upper right); 

inscribed '"TACIT"/ Shanti Dave/ 63. Roma.' 

(on the reverse)

1963

Oil on canvas 

39 x 15.25 in (99.2 x 39 cm)

$ 3,000 ‒ 4,000

Rs 2,10,000 ‒ 2,80,000

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Australia

48

WALTER LANGHAMMER (1905 ‒ 1977)

Untitled (Indian Woman with Amphora)

Signed 'W Langhammer' (lower left)

Oil on canvas 

23.5 x 31.5 in (58 x 79 cm)

$ 8,000 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,60,000 ‒ 7,00,000

PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Scotland
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PROPERTY OF A DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMAN, MUMBAI

50

GOPAL GHOSE (1913 ‒ 1980)

Untitled

Signed in Bengali (lower right)

Gouache on paper pasted on paper

5.5 x 7.75 in (14 x 19.6 cm)

$ 2,860 ‒ 4,290

Rs 2,00,000 ‒ 3,00,000

PROVENANCE

Delhi Art Gallery, New Delhi

51

H A GADE (1917 ‒ 2001)

Pachmarhi

Signed 'Gade' (lower right); inscribed 'PACHMARHI' (on the reverse)

Gouache on paper 

12.75 x 20 in (32.2 x 50.8 cm)

$ 5,715 ‒ 8,575

Rs 4,00,000 ‒ 6,00,000

PROVENANCE

Dhoomimal Art Gallery, New Delhi

Private Collection, Mumbai
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PROPERTY OF A DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMAN, MIDDLE EAST

52

LAXMAN PAI (b. 1926)

Boat Passenger

Signed in Devnagari and signed and dated 'Laxman Pai/ 

71' (lower right); inscribed, dated and signed ''BOAT 

PASSENGER'/ 1971/ LAXMAN PAI' (on the reverse)

1971

Oil on canvas 

20.25 x 51 in (51.5 x 129.5 cm)

$ 4,000 ‒ 6,000

Rs 2,80,000 ‒ 4,20,000

53 

AKBAR PADAMSEE (b. 1928) 

Untitled

Inscribed 'PADAMSEE AP/ II/ 1/5' (upper right)

1984‒1985

Bronze 

Height: 9.25 in (23.2 cm)

Width: 6.5 in (16.3 cm)

Depth: 3.75 in (9.6 cm) 

$ 17,145 ‒ 25,715

Rs 12,00,000 ‒ 18,00,000

This is an artist's proof, first from a limited edition of five

Akbar Padamsee, a deeply intellectual artist, has 

addressed his concerns with the metaphysical 

definitions of form and space through his paintings, 

drawings, photography, film‒making and sculpture. 

In the 1950s, he made masks in beaten metal, and in 

1984‒85 he worked on a group of free standing bronze 

masks and heads, which were cast in a foundry in 

Mumbai. This experiment seems to have lasted for 

only a brief period of time, and he made only a few of 

these bronze sculptures, perhaps because he did not 

enjoy the many intermediaries needed in the casting 

process. As a result they are rare, and hard to come by. 

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collection, Mumbai

EXHIBITED

Sculpture, Mumbai: Saffronart, 25 

January ‒ 15 February 2007 (another 

from the edition)

PUBLISHED

Bhanumati Padamsee and 

Annapurna Garimella eds., Akbar 

Padamsee: Work in Language, 

Mumbai: Marg Publications in 

association with Pundole Art Gallery, 

2010, p. 167 (illustrated, another 

from the edition)
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PROPERTY OF AN IMPORTANT COLLECTOR, NEW DELHI

54 

HIMMAT SHAH (b. 1933) 

Untitled

Signed, dated and inscribed 'HIMMAT/ 1/ 5/ 2006' 

(on the reverse)

2006

Bronze 

Height: 13.5 in (34.3 cm)

Width: 5.5 in (14.5 cm)

Depth: 8.7 in (22.6 cm)

$ 11,430 ‒ 17,145

Rs 8,00,000 ‒ 12,00,000

First from a limited edition of five

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

55

PRODOSH DASGUPTA (1912 ‒ 1991)

Halves

Signed, dated and inscribed 'P. Das gupta/ 

1979, 4/6' (on the reverse)

1979

Bronze 

Height: 16.25 in (41.3 cm)

Width: 12 in (30.3 cm)

Depth: 10 in (25.7 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

Fourth from a limited edition of six

PROVENANCE

Acquired from Kumar Gallery, New Delhi

Private Family Collection, New Delhi

PUBLISHED

Virendra Kumar Jain ed., Prodosh Das Gupta: 

Sculptures and Drawings, New Delhi: Kumar 

Gallery, 2008, p. 71 (illustrated, another from 

the edition)
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KRISHEN KHANNA (b. 1925) 

Untitled

Signed and inscribed 'KKhanna/ 1/9' (on the base)

Bronze

Height: 20.2 in (51.5 cm)

Width:11.60 in (29.70 cm)

Depth: 13.6 in (35.10 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

First from a limited edition of nine

57

SANKHO CHAUDHURI (1916 ‒ 2006)

Untitled

Bronze 

Height: 20 in (50.5 cm)

Width: 12.25 in (31.1 cm)

Depth: 10 in (25.1 cm)

$ 21,430 ‒ 28,575

Rs 15,00,000 ‒ 20,00,000

The work is mounted on a base measuring 

3.75 x 8.5 x 14.25 in (9.3 x 21.8 x 36.3 cm)

PROVENANCE 

Sarjan Art Gallery, Vadodara
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B PRABHA (1933 ‒ 2001) 

Untitled

Signed in Devnagari (on the reverse)

Bronze 

Height: 24 in (60.70 cm)

Width: 7.5 in (18.80 cm)

Depth: 6 in (15 cm)

$ 7,145 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,00,000 ‒ 7,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

An Important Private Collection, Mumbai

59

B VITHAL (1934 ‒ 1992) 

Ganesh

Signed 'b.Vithal' (lower right side)

Bronze

Height: 22.5 in (57 cm)

Width: 21.5 in (54.80 cm)

Depth: 15.25 in (39 cm)

$ 8,575 ‒ 11,430

Rs 6,00,000 ‒ 8,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

An Important Private Collection, Mumbai
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LOTS 60‒76
Closing Time: Thursday,  28 March 2019

8.45 pm (IST)

11.15 am (US Eastern Time)



60

SENAKA 

SENANAYAKE (b. 1951)

The Meeting

Signed and dated ‘Senaka Senanayake/ 

1970’ (lower left); inscribed 'THE 

MEETING' (on the reverse)

1970

Oil on canvas 

40 x 26 in (101.6 x 66 cm)

$ 8,000 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,60,000 ‒ 7,00,000

PROVENANCE

6 Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collection, Alabama

61 

GEORGE KEYT (1901 ‒ 1992) 

Untitled (Nayika and The Lover)

Signed and dated 'G.Keyt/ 74' (upper left)

1974

Acrylic on masonite 

12.75 x 12 in (32.5 x 30.2 cm)

$ 15,000 ‒ 20,000

Rs 10,50,000 ‒ 14,00,000

PROVENANCE

Formerly from the Collection of Kusum Keyt, Colombo

Collection of Rene Margies and Matthias Servais

Christie's, New York, 17 September 2013, lot 143

Acquired from the above

George Keyt was known for his unique artistic vocabulary, which 

drew from Indian and Buddhist mythology and iconography, 

local South Asian art practices, as well as western art movements 

such as Cubism, resulting in distinctive compositions. He was at 

the forefront of Sri Lanka’s modern art movement. These varied 

influences are visible in the present lot, depicting a nayika, 

or heroine, with her lover. Rendered in strong lines and vivid 

colours, the painting nonetheless captures the subtler emotions 

of admiration and coyness between the couple. According 

to Rudolf von Leyden, “The greatest merit in George Keyt’s 

painting is his courage, his inquisitive spirit and his originality 

… If he speaks the language of Picasso, he does so in a rich and 

meaningful idiom of his own.” (Kishore Singh, “George Keyt: The 

Picasso of South Asia,” rediff.com, 28 July 2017, online) 
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M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Untitled

Signed and dated ‘Husain/ ‘95’ (lower right)

1995

Pastel and ink on paper 

24 x 17.25 in (61 x 43.8 cm)

$ 15,000 ‒ 20,000

Rs 10,80,000 ‒ 14,40,000

PROVENANCE 

Private Collection, Switzerland

63

M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Husain/ 001' (upper right)

2001

Acrylic on canvas 

23.75 x 17.75 in (60.2 x 45.3 cm)

$ 35,715 ‒ 50,000

Rs 25,00,000 ‒ 35,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Private Collector, Gujarat
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M F HUSAIN (1913 ‒ 2011)

Untitled

Signed in Devnagari (lower right)

Oil on canvas 

42 x 17.75 in (106.7 x 45.4 cm)

$ 100,000 ‒ 150,000

Rs 70,00,000 ‒ 1,05,00,000

PROVENANCE

Sotheby's, New York, 19 March 2012, lot 60

The depiction of horses occurs repeatedly in Husain’s oeuvre, manifesting 

as both literal and metaphorical motifs. Influenced by diverse sources 

– including the fairs and merry‒go‒rounds of his childhood, stories 

and legends, Western artists such as Franz Marc and Marino Marini, as 

well as his own travels in China in the 1950s – Husain’s equine figures 

represent power, freedom, passion and immortality. Often portrayed 

within a frenzy of movement, as in the present lot, “Husain’s painted 

horses do not just bear majestic stateliness and striking beauty but also 

come alive in every mood, situation and form. Their forceful movement 

conveys so much that it carries us away with it.” (Rashda Siddiqui, In 

Conversation with Husain Paintings, New Delhi: Books Today, 2001, p. 

112) 

Although horses are symbolic of the sun, knowledge and fertility in 

Indian mythology, Husain “...removes his animal figures from their 

traditional context or natural environment and places them in a 

new setting that invests them with new meanings. In addition, he 

experiments with their forms and gives them new forms transcending 

realism... The meaning of horse as a symbol and as a motif continues to 

grow over the years and acquires resonances that are not confined only 

to its formal values or to its associations with man in activities of war 

and peace.” (K Bikram Singh, Maqbool Fida Husain, New Delhi: Rahul 

& Art, 2008, pp. 169, 171) In doing so, Husain takes the leitmotif of the 

horse with all its connotations and makes it inherently his own. 

Untitled, 1970

Saffronart, 28‒29 March 2012, lot 24

Sold for Rs 2.62 crores ($534,541)

Untitled, 1966

Saffronart, 18‒19 June 2008, lot 3

Sold for Rs 80.5 lakhs ($201,250)
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MANJIT BAWA (1941 ‒ 2008)

Untitled

Signed 'Manjit' (lower centre)

Pencil on paper 

26.5 x 18.5 in (67.6 x 47 cm)

$ 11,430 ‒ 14,290

Rs 8,00,000 ‒ 10,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired from Sakshi Art Gallery, Mumbai

a cb

66

SOMNATH HORE (1921 ‒ 2006)

a) Untitled 

Initialled and dated ‘S/ 15. 9. 92’ (lower right)

1992

Pen on paper

9.5 x 10 in (24.1 x 25.4 cm)

b) Untitled

Dated ‘9.9.92’ (lower right)

1992

Pen on paper

9.5 x 10 in (24.1 x 25.4 cm)

c) Untitled

Initialled and dated ‘S/ 5.9.92’ (lower right)

1992 

Pen on paper

9.5 x 10 in (24.1 x 25.4 cm)

ed

d) Untitled

Initialled and dated ‘S 14.4.92’ (lower left)

1992

Pen on paper

9.5 x 10 in (24.1 x 25.4 cm)

e) Untitled

Initialled and dated ‘S/ 9.9.92’ (lower right)

1992

Pen on paper

9.5 x 10 in (24.1 x 25.4 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 15,000

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 10,50,000

(Set of five)

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, New Delhi, 4 September 2014, lot 26

Private Collection, Singapore
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F N SOUZA (1924 ‒ 2002)

Untitled (Flowers in Vase)

1946

Gouache and watercolour on card 

10 x 4 in (25.4 x 10.2 cm)

$ 4,000 ‒ 6,000

Rs 2,80,000 ‒ 4,20,000

PROVENANCE

Property from the Estate of Francis Newton Souza

Christie's, London, 9 June 2010, lot 7 b)

Private Collection, Scotland

68

F N SOUZA (1924 ‒ 2002)

Untitled (Flowers in Vase)

1946

Gouache and watercolour on card 

9 x 4 in (22.9 x 10.2 cm)

$ 4,000 ‒ 6,000

Rs 2,80,000 ‒ 4,20,000

PROVENANCE

Property from the Estate of Francis Newton Souza

Christie's, London, 9 June 2010, lot 7 a)

Private Collection, Scotland

The present lots comprise two vivid still life paintings by F N Souza depicting 

flowers placed in a pot and a vase, respectively. An unusual choice of subject 

matter for Souza, who became famous for his searing figurative and landscape 

works, the present lots were painted in 1946, a year before he co‒founded 

the Progressive Artists’ Group with fellow artists K H Ara and S H Raza in 

Bombay. Around this time, Souza had briefly returned to his hometown in Goa, 

following his expulsion from the J J School of Art in 1945. This return brought 

a fresh perspective to his work, and inspired him to paint everything around 

him. “Pictures of peasants toiling in the fields, fisherfolk, priests, Goan women, 

landscapes. I was amazed to see seeds grow out of the soil, forming beautiful 

shoots, leaves, buds, flowers…” (The artist quoted in The Illustrated Weekly of 

India, 14‒20 September 1991) In the year that followed, Souza held solo shows 

at The Bombay Art Society on 1 December 1945 and at the Silverfish Club, New 

Book Company in July 1946. This was a formative period for Souza, and many 

elements that would come to characterise his oeuvre, such as the use of bold 

lines, can be seen in the present lots. 69

A A RAIBA (1922 ‒ 2016)

Untitled

Signed and dated indistinctly 'Raiba 98' (lower right and lower left)

1998

Oil on jute 

32 x 42 in (81.3 x 106.7 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Gifted by the artist to his daughter 

EXHIBITED

A. A. Raiba: The Indian Master Painter, Mumbai: Nehru Centre Art Gallery, 

15 December 2016 ‒ 1 January 2017
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Jagdish Swaminathan

© Jyoti Bhatt

70

JAGDISH SWAMINATHAN (1928 ‒ 1994)

Untitled (Bird Mountain Tree series)

Signed and dated in Devnagari (on the reverse)

1981

Oil on canvas 

35.75 x 36 in (91 x 91.2 cm)

$ 60,000 ‒ 80,000

Rs 42,00,000 ‒ 56,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist in the 1980s

Private Collection, Mumbai

Private Collection, Dubai

This lot was illustrated in Bonhams, London, 22 November 2016, lot 13
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RAM KUMAR (1924 ‒ 2018)

Untitled

Signed in Devnagari and dated '1987' (on the reverse)

1987

Acrylic on paper pasted on mountboard 

23 x 36 in (58.7 x 91.6 cm)

$ 11,430 ‒ 14,290

Rs 8,00,000 ‒ 10,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist
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N S BENDRE (1910 ‒ 1992) 

a)  Untitled

Signed 'Bendre' (lower right)

Gouache on paper pasted 

on board 

9.25 x 13.25 in (23.3 x 33.8 cm)

b)  Untitled

Signed 'Bendre' (lower right)

Gouache on board

10.25 x 13 in (25.9 x 32.9 cm)

$ 14,290 ‒ 21,430

Rs 10,00,000 ‒ 15,00,000

(Set of two)

PROVENANCE 

Acquired directly from the 

artist's family

a

b
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BIKASH BHATTACHARJEE (1940 ‒ 2006)

a) Untitled 

Signed and dated 'Bikash '70' (lower left)

1970

Conte on paper

11.25 x 14.25 in (28.8 x 36.3 cm)  

EXHIBITED

Group Show, Kolkata: Chitrakoot Art Gallery for 

Society of Indian Children's Welfare (SICW), 2001

b) Untitled 

Signed and dated 'Bikash '83' (lower right)

1983

Oil on canvas

11.5 x 9.5 in (29.3 x 24.4 cm)

EXHIBITED

Group Show, Kolkata: Chitrakoot Art Gallery, 1999

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

(Set of two)

PROVENANCE

Chitrakoot Art Gallery, Kolkata

Private Collection, Kolkata

b

a

a

b

c
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PRABHAKAR BARWE (1936 ‒ 1995)

a) Untitled

Initialled and dated in Devnagari (lower left)

1991

Dry pastel and pen on paper

7 x 10 in (18.6 x 26 cm)

b) Untitled

Initialled and dated in Devnagari (lower left)

1991

Dry pastel and pen on paper

7 x 10 in (18.3 x 26 cm)

c) Untitled

Initialled and dated in Devnagari (lower left)

1991

Dry pastel and pen on paper

8.5 x 6 in (21.7 x 15.5 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

(Set of three)

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, 10‒11 May 2006, lot 44

Acquired from the above
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THOTA VAIKUNTAM (b. 1942)

a) Untitled

Signed and dated in Telugu (lower left) and signed 

again in Telugu (lower right) 

2012

Acrylic on canvas pasted on board

23.4 x 17.5 in (59.8 x 44.8 cm)

b) Untitled

Signed and dated in Telugu (lower left)

2012

Acrylic on canvas pasted on board

20 x16.7 in (50.2 x 40.2 cm)

$ 14,290 ‒ 21,430

Rs 10,00,000 ‒ 15,00,000

(Set of two)

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

a b

76

MANU PAREKH (b. 1939)

Banaras in Blue

Signed in Devnagari and dated '18' (lower left); signed, inscribed 

and dated 'Manu Parekh/ "Banaras in Blue"/ 2018' (on the reverse)

2018

Oil on canvas 

40 x 80 in (101.8 x 203.2 cm)

$ 21,430 ‒ 28,575

Rs 15,00,000 ‒ 20,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist
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The present lot was first exhibited in 2007 as part of Atul Dodiya’s 

exhibition Shri Khakhar Prasanna, in memory of his friend and 

contemporary Bhupen Khakhar. Held at Gallery Chemould in 

Mumbai, the exhibition featured busts and portraits of Khakhar, 

as well as works representative of the people and experiences 

influential to Khakhar’s life and practice, such as Niko Pirosmani, 

a Georgian painter, pictured in the present lot. Pirosmani was 

known for creating works about everyday life and professions 

as well as the social milieu of his time, in the same way that 

Khakhar would do later. Although he struggled financially 

during his lifetime, Pirosmani gained international recognition as 

an artist posthumously. 

In this large photorealistic portrait of Pirosmani, Dodiya combines 

painting with sculptural elements. Created using enamel paint 

on a laminated board, it is overlaid with two items of clothing 

on iron hangers. The cotton kurta and pyjamas, placed on either 

side of the portrait, are partially dyed as a tribute to Khakhar’s 

practice of dyeing his clothes black so that he could reuse them 

as aprons when he painted. 

Dodiya considered Khakhar an important influence and mentor, 

and has recurrently featured and referenced Khakhar in his work. 

“From him I understood how to use elements and details from 

daily life that were conventionally never used in painting… I 

also admired Khakhar’s boldness and his humour. I learnt that 

painting did not always have to be serious – it could also be 

witty and irreverent.” (Dodiya quoted in Chandrahas Choudhury, 

“Mosaic of Gambles,” Tehelka, 10 February 2007, online) Dodiya’s 

works are often semi‒autobiographical and intertextual, and his 

later works employ mixed media, personal and found objects, all 

of which can be seen in the present lot.

PROPERTY FROM AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION, UK
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ATUL DODIYA (b. 1959) 

Portrait of Niko Pirosmani (1862‒1918)

Inscribed 'NIKO PIROSMANI/ (1862 ‒ 1918)' (lower 

centre); signed, dated twice and inscribed 'ATUL 

DODIYA/ ‒'Portrait of Niko Pirosmani'/ ‒2005/ ‒

Atul./ 05' (on the reverse)

2005

Enamel paint on laminate board, cotton kurta and 

cotton pyjamas on iron hangers 

72 x 48 in (183 x 122 cm)

$ 20,000 ‒ 25,000

Rs 14,00,000 ‒ 17,50,000

EXHIBITED:

Atul Dodiya: Shri Khakhar Prasanna, Mumbai: Gallery 

Chemould, 2 February ‒ 3 March 2007

The Empire Strikes Back: Indian Art Today, London: 

Saatchi Gallery, 29 January ‒ 8 May 2010

La Route de la Soie, Lille: Tri Postal, 20 October 2010 ‒ 16 

January 2011

PUBLISHED:

Shireen Gandhy, Ranjit Hoskote et al, Atul Dodiya: Shri 

Khakhar Prasanna, Mumbai: Gallery Chemould, 2007, p. 

61 (installation view), p. 89 (illustrated)    

Zehra Jumabhoy, The Empire Strikes Back: Indian Art 

Today, London: Jonathan Cape, 2009, p. 28 (illustrated)

La Route de La soie, Lille: Tri Postal (TBC), 2010, 

p. 38‒39 (illustrated)

Norman Rosenthal, Richard Cork et al, History of the 

Saatchi Gallery, London: Booth‒Clibborn Editions, 2011, 

p. 799 (illustrated)

Artists Atul Dodiya and Bhupen Khakhar on the sets of Mojila Manilal, 1989 The present lot exhibited in Shri Khakhar Prasanna at Gallery Chemould, 

3 February ‒ 3 March 2007 

Reproduced from Shireen Gandhy, Ranjit Hoskote et al, Atul Dodiya: Shri Khakhar Prasanna, Mumbai: Gallery Chemould, 2007, pp. 19, 61
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Created in 2006, the Fallen Leaves 

series includes eight installations, 

each comprising ‘leaf paintings’ 

– framed oil paintings on dried 

peepal or fig leaves – along with 

a walking cane and a geometric 

panel, arranged in a sequential 

line. In this series, Atul Dodiya 

revisits historical figures who 

shaped the course of the 20th 

century, interspersing their 

portraits with detailed paintings 

of flora and fauna. In the 1990s, 

Dodiya began imbuing his 

paintings and assemblages 

with allegorical meanings and 

observations. The title, Fallen 

Leaves ‒ A Stroll, is reminiscent 

of a walk during autumn, which 

symbolises a journey through the 

past and calm, natural endings 

that wither and give way to new 

seasons or a new world order. 
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ATUL DODIYA (b. 1959) 

Fallen Leaves ‒ A Stroll

2006

Oil on dried leaf, powder coated mild steel and auto 

body solder and red oxide

Variable dimensions

$ 20,000 ‒ 30,000

Rs 14,00,000 ‒ 21,00,000

This work comprises of six parts with five measuring 7.75 x 

5.5 in (20 x 14 cm) approximately and the cane measures 48 x 

16.25 in (122.5 x 41.7 cm)

Third from a limited edition of eight sets

PROVENANCE

Arario Gallery, Beijing

Private Collection, New York

EXHIBITED

Hungry God: Indian Contemporary Art, Beijing: Arario Gallery, 

3 September ‒ 15 October 2006; Busan: Busan Museum of 

Modern Art,12 January ‒ 22 February, 2007; Ontario: Art 

Gallery of Ontario, 23 June ‒ 7 October 2007

PUBLISHED:

June Y Gwak, Chaitanya Sambrini et al., eds., Hungry God: 

Indian Contemporary Art, Beijing: Arario Gallery, 2006, pp. 74 

‒75 (illustrated)

Fallen Leaves ‒ A Stroll #2, 2006

Saffronart, 25‒26 March 2013, lot 20

Sold for Rs 13.7 lakhs ($26,400)
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NALINI MALANI (b. 1946) 

Untitled (from Seeds of Change)

Signed and dated ‘l. malani ‘09’ (multiple locations)

2009

Acrylic, ink and enamel reverse painting on acrylic sheet 

Diameter: 9.75 in (25 cm) each

$ 35,715 ‒ 50,000

Rs 25,00,000 ‒ 35,00,000

(Set of twelve)

EXHIBITED

Nalini Malani: Living in Alicetime, Mumbai: Sakshi Gallery, 22 

March ‒ 2 April 2006

Collection of Works, Mumbai: Sakshi Gallery, 2 ‒ 6 December 2009

“If more attention were paid to the female thought process, perhaps 

we might reach something called progress.”  NALINI MALANI

Nalini Malani frequently uses mythological, literary and historical iconography across cultures as narrative elements in 

her work. On the use of myths, she has said, “There’s a universal truth to them. They’ve come down through generations, 

and there’s no one author. They’re like seeds – you plant one and so much comes out. I’m fascinated by the melding 

of cultures, and subsequently myths.” (Artist quoted in Meara Sharma and Henry Peck, “A Conversation With: Video 

Artist Nalini Malani,” The New York Times, 7 March 2013, online) In the present lot, 12 reverse‒painted, untitled discs – 

collectively titled Seeds of Change – portray angels, worms, seeds, creatures and humans enacting various tableaux and 

metaphors, suspended in a deep blue surface reminiscent of the elemental sea or sky that unite all beings.

Malani was first introduced to the reverse painting method by fellow artists. “In 1988, there were three of us – Bhupen 

Khakhar, Vivan Sundaram and me – who had the chance to make a mural together. It was Bhupen who came up with 

the idea of using the reverse glass painting method, since he had just returned from a workshop in Hungary where he had 

learnt this technique. It was very close to a technique that was brought to South India by the Chinese traders in the 18th 

century… I liked the medium because I realised I was dyslexic, so working in the reverse works very well.” (Artist quoted 

in Ambika Rajgopal, “Indian artist Nalini Malani talks myths, metaphors and women – interview,” Art Radar, 21 March 

2014, online) Reverse painting has become one of Malani’s signature techniques, and she uses it on surfaces ranging from 

acrylic sheets, as in the present lot, as well as bamboo paper and large Mylar cylinders.
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Jagannath Panda often uses animals to demonstrate the effects of urbanisation, 

alienation and environmental degradation. In the present lot, a larger‒than‒

life peacock presides over the scene, towering above a multi‒storied building. 

The Indian national bird is beautifully detailed, rendered in shades of indigo, 

green and earth tones, and the national emblem is visible behind it. Panda’s 

symbolism —which includes a smoky grey sky, likely recalling the polluted air 

in Gurgaon where he lives and works, and images of people and property in 

state of destruction in the background—is perhaps a comment on the price 

of urban development. “In Panda’s paintings, the animal as cohabitor of space 

has served as an interlocutor for violent change.” (Gayatri Sinha, Jagannath 

Panda, London: Berkeley Square Gallery in association with Saffronart, 2006, 

pp. 6‒7) By rendering the bird in oversized proportions, Panda presents it as 

the awkward sole survivor in a dystopian environment. 

The position and gaze of the overarching peacock also alludes to the increasing 

lack of privacy in urban life. “I am talking about futuristic cities where we are 

constantly under surveillance, being watched over by these cameras and 

drones. We lose the sense of privacy and while these structures are being 

made, mindless construction is playing havoc with the ecology.” (The artist 

quoted in Shilpa R, “The world of dark realities,” The Hindu, 29 August 2017, 

online) Through these varied elements, the artist presents both a vision and a 

warning for an increasingly precarious future.

“In my work, I present myself like a witness to urban life – showing 

both the darker and the lighter sides in an equal space.” 
‒ JAGANNATH PANDA

PROPERTY OF AN IMPORTANT COLLECTOR, NEW DELHI 
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JAGANNATH PANDA (b. 1970) 

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Jagannath Panda/ 16' (lower left); 

signed, dated and inscribed 'Jagannath Panda/ 2016/ 

JAGANNATH PANDA' (on the reverse)

2016

Acrylic and fabric on canvas 

60 x 48 in (152.4 x 122 cm)

$ 17,145 ‒ 21,430

Rs 12,00,000 ‒ 15,00,000

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

The Urbanscape III, 2007

Saffronart, 18‒19 June 2008, lot 40

Sold for Rs 51.75 lakhs ($129,375)
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“I am interested in the idea of absence, a human absence, of being 

elsewhere. I think most of us are condemned to be elsewhere: I 

embrace this predicament and rejoice in it.”  SUDARSHAN SHETTY 

81 

SUDARSHAN SHETTY (b. 1961) 

Untitled

Signed and dated 'Sudarshan Shetty '06' (on the reverse); 

bearing Christie's label (on the reverse on stretcher)

2006

Oil on canvas 

47 x 71 in (119.6 x 180.5 cm)

$ 17,145 ‒ 25,715

Rs 12,00,000 ‒ 18,00,000

PROVENANCE 

Private Collection, UK 

Christie's, 16 September 2008, lot 161 

Private Collection, Mumbai

The present lot is one of Sudarshan Shetty’s photorealist 

paintings in which he uses domestic interiors as the 

setting from which to explore the theme of human 

absence. The photorealist style enhances the stark 

emptiness of the space. Shetty creates a feeling of silence 

and solitude through the conspicuous lack of the human 

figure in a space that is made for human habitation. It 

seems as though someone has just left the carefully 

constructed space or is just about to enter the frame. 

“Many of his works evoke strongly a fleeting memory 

of another space, other interiors, long lost except to 

that special faculty of memory that we all possess,” 

(Radhika Desai, “All that is solid melts into air,” Af‒fair: 

15 Contemporary Indian Artists, Dubai: 1x1 Art Gallery, 

2008, p. 57)
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HEMA UPADHYAY (1972 ‒ 2015) 

Untitled

Gouache, acrylic, dry pastels, and photograph 

on paper pasted on mountboard

70.5 x 44 in (178.8 x 111.5 cm)

$ 8,575 ‒ 11,430

Rs 6,00,000 ‒ 8,00,000

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, Mumbai, 12 February 2015, lot 63

Private Collection, Mumbai
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JUSTIN PONMANY (b. 1974) 

Untitled

Signed 'Justin Ponmany' (on the reverse of both panels)

Acrylic and hologram on canvas 

75 x 95 in (190.5 x 241 cm)

$ 10,000 ‒ 12,860

Rs 7,00,000 ‒ 9,00,000

(Diptych)

PROVENANCE

Sotheby's, London, 2 May 2008, lot 107

Saffronart, Mumbai, 12 February 2015, lot 41

Private Collection, Mumbai

EXHIBITED

Here and Now, Mumbai: The Arts Trust, 2010
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CHINTAN UPADHYAY (b. 1972) 

New Breed/ Hybrid

Signed, dated and inscribed 'Chintan/ 2003/ CHINTAN 

UPADHYAY UNLIMITED/ "New Breed/ Hybrid."' (on the reverse)

2003

Acrylic and oil on canvas 

47.75 x 35.75 in (121.4 x 90.9 cm)

$ 6,000 ‒ 8,000

Rs 4,20,000 ‒ 5,60,000

This lot will be shipped in a roll

PROVENANCE

Saffronart, 15 February 2014, lot 51

Private Collection, Paris
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T V SANTHOSH (b. 1968)

Untitled

Signed, inscribed and dated 'TVSanthosh/ 

T.V.SANTHOSH ‒ 2008' and bearing Christie's label (on 

the reverse)

2008

Oil on canvas 

48 x 72 in (122 x 183.1 cm)

$ 17,145 ‒ 25,715

Rs 12,00,000 ‒ 18,00,000

PROVENANCE:

Christie's, New York, 15 September 2010, lot 354 

Private Collection, Mumbai
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BAIJU PARTHAN (b. 1956)

Expedition ‒ I (Sourcing Lempicka) 

Signed and dated 'Baiju Parthan/ 2006' (lower left)

2006

Acrylic on paper 

44.5 x 44 in (113 x 112 cm)

$ 6,000 ‒ 8,000

Rs 4,20,000 ‒ 5,60,000

PROVENANCE

Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi

Christie's, London, 21 May 2007, lot 94
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ZARINA HASHMI (b. 1937)

a) Exploring the Wreck ‒ I

Inscribed ‘Exploring the wreck ‒I’ (lower centre), 

signed and dated 'Zarina 92' (lower right)

1992

Etching on paper 

Image size: 18.6 x 16.5 in (47.6 x 42 cm)

Sheet size: 27.6 x 22.2 in (70.8 x 56.5 cm) 

b) Exploring the Wreck ‒ II

Inscribed ‘Exploring the wreck II’ (lower centre), 

signed and dated 'Zarina 92' (lower right)

1992

Etching on paper 

Image size: 18.6 x 16.4 in (47.6 x41.9 cm)

Sheet size: 27.6 x 22.2 in (70.6 x 56.5 cm) 

$ 7,145 ‒ 10,000

Rs 5,00,000 ‒ 7,00,000

(Set of two)

Seventh from a limited edition of twenty five

PROVENANCE

Bodhi Art, New Delhi

a b
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“Many of my experiences are common to many women in Bangladesh, 

so when I make work about myself, it is also I hope universal.” 
 TAYEBA BEGUM LIPI
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ARUNKUMAR H G (b. 1968)

Untitled

Signed, dated and inscribed 'Arunk H.G/ '11/ 4/6' 

(under the base)

2011

Silver leaf on fibreglass 

Height: 17.3 in (43.9 cm)

Width: 30.5 in (77.5 cm)

Depth: 12.5 in (31.5 cm)

$ 5,715 ‒ 8,575

Rs 4,00,000 ‒ 6,00,000

Fourth from a limited edition of six

PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Private Collection, New Delhi
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TAYEBA BEGUM LIPI (b. 1969) 

Untitled

Inscribed and signed 'TAYEBA BEGUM 

LIPI/ Tayebalipi' (at the centre)

Stainless steel 

Height: 8.25 in (20.8 cm)

Width: 20.75 in (52.9 cm)

Depth: 9.25 in (23.7 cm)

$ 4,290 ‒ 5,715

Rs 3,00,000 ‒ 4,00,000

PROVENANCE:

Pi Art Gallery, London

One of Bangladesh’s foremost contemporary artists, Tayeba Begum Lipi 

astutely incorporates multiple mediums to comment on the politics of 

gender and female identity and representation. She is best known for her 

sculptural works that recreate everyday objects associated with women 

and their daily lives through an unlikely and provocative choice of materials 

such as metal and safety pins. The present lot is fashioned as a handbag 

or purse—a ubiquitous and necessary accessory in women’s wardrobes—

made out of gleaming stainless steel and razor blades to suggest notions of 

violence, and of armour and steely confrontation. A note on the artist on the 

Guggenheim website states, “Inspired by the strong women of her childhood, 

Lipi’s work questions the representation of women’s bodies and the history 

of their social roles, particularly in Bangladesh, where historical and religious 

expectations continue to determine what is permissible.” (Tayeba Begum Lipi, 

The Guggenheim, online)
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How do I view the lots?

All lots for sale are featured in this auction catalogue. Th e 

number listed next to each image is the lot number and should 

be used as a reference during bidding or for any information 

requests. Th e lots in this sale may be viewed through any of 

the following:

i. Viewings – Details listed in the Sales and Enquiries section 

of the online catalogue

ii.    The online auction catalogue available on saffronart.com

iii. The mobile auction catalogue available for download on 

your mobile device

What do you mean by ‘Condition of Lots’?

All lots will be shipped out in an ‘as is’ condition, meaning 

that the item is sold with all existing faults and imperfections. 

Saff ronart encourages all potential buyers to inspect each item 

carefully before bidding and to not rely on an illustration of any 

item given in the catalogue. Condition reports for all lots are 

available as a free service, upon request. 

What are special lots?

Lots marked as “Art Treasures” and/or “Antiquities” under the 

Antiquities and Art Treasures Act, 1972 cannot be exported 

outside India. Buyers are solely responsible for meeting the 

requirements of the Antiquities and Art Treasures Act, 1972 or 

any related state legislation.

What are Price Estimates?

Each lot has a price range listed. Th ese estimates are based 

on characteristics of the lot such as condition, quality, rarity, 

provenance. Th ese estimates are provided only as a guide for 

buyers and do not include buyer’s premium or applicable 

taxes. If applicable there is a link for pricing achieved for similar 

art works at auction available next to the lot in the online 

catalogue. Price estimates may be subject to revision.

What is a Reserve Price?

Unless stated otherwise, all lots off ered in the auction are 

subject to a reserve price, which is the minimum price that the 

lot may be sold for. No lot will be sold below its reserve price 

and the reserve price will not exceed the low price estimate. 

Reserve prices are confi dential and will not be disclosed.

How do I register to bid?

Bidders are advised to register at least 24 hours in advance of 

the sale. Bidders may choose to register online or send in their 

details to Saff ronart and we will process the details for you. 

Saff ronart requires the following details from a fi rst time bidder 

to register and process an approval to bid:

i. Name

ii. Address

iii. Telephone Number

iv. Email Address

v. Know Your Customer (KYC) documents

vi. Credit card information/financial references/deposits

In some cases, Saff ronart may request for a bidding limit value 

which is a per lot limit based on your current bid value. If 

you have bid or been approved to bid with Saff ronart before, 

please use your Saff ronart login and password to accept the 

Conditions for Sale online. Please note the invoicing details 

provided at the time of registration cannot be changed after 

the sale.

How do I Bid?

i.     Bidding Online: Once you have identified the lot that 

you would like to bid on, click on “Bid Now” and enter 

either the bid amount for regular bidding, or a maximum 

price for proxy/automatic bidding. Regular bidding is the 

method by which you actively participate in the bidding 

process by entering the next valid bid (or one of a higher 

value) each time you are outbid. Your screen will display 

the next (minimum) valid bid, based on a predetermined 

increment. You may also view the entire bid history prior 

to making your decision. After you enter your bid, it is 

advisable to view the bid history to verify that your bid has 

been recorded. Please note that bidders may be contacted 

during the auction for bid verification in order to protect 

all bidders and maintain the efficacy of the process.

ii.    Bidding on the Phone: Saffronart accepts requests 

from bidders to place bids on the phone with our staff 

depending on availability. To avail of this service, you must 

be registered as a bidder. Please note that the number of 

telephone lines available for telephone bidding may be 

limited and this facility is provided at the discretion of 

Saffronart. 

iii.   Bidding on the Mobile: Bidders may download a software 

application from Saffronart onto their eligible mobile 

device and use it to place bids during the sale. To avail of 

this service, you must be registered as a bidder. Download 

the app from the iTunes App store and the Google Play 

store.

iv.   Absentee/Proxy Bids: Bidders may place bids prior to the 

sale either online or in writing by submitting the absentee/

proxy bid form. See the Absentee/Proxy Bid Form available 

at the back of the printed catalogue, or on the website.

What are bid increments?

Any new bid must be greater than the current highest bid by a 

minimum increment. Th e next valid bid amount is the current 

highest bid plus the minimum increment value. Th e auctioneer 

may vary the increments during the course of the auction at his 

or her discretion. Online bids however, are accepted only at the 

next valid bid based on the minimum increment. Please refer to 

the bid increments at the back of the catalogue (on the reverse 

of the Absentee/Proxy Bid Form).

Can a bid be cancelled?

Once the auction has started, bids may not be cancelled by a 

bidder. Absentee/Proxy bids may be altered prior to the start of 

the auction. Absentee/Proxy bids placed online may be lowered 

if the bidder has not reached their proxy (maximum) value. 

Saff ronart reserves the right to cancel a bid at its discretion if it 

considers it necessary to do so.

What is the currency of bidding?

Bids may be placed in US Dollars (USD) or Indian Rupees (INR). 

However, only buyers in India may pay for their purchases in 

INR at the close of the auction. All other buyers must complete 

payment in USD. Certain lots have been marked with the sign 

. Th ese lots are not situated in India and therefore, may only 

be bid for and purchased in USD. Persons residing in India 

wishing to bid in USD must be eligible under the various foreign 

exchange regulations to make payments overseas. Please 

contact Saff ronart for further details. Please see the exchange 

rate section in our Conditions for Sale online.

What is an Opening/Start Bid?

Th e opening/start bid is the value at which the auction house 

starts the bidding on a particular lot. Absentee/proxy bids 

received before the start of the auction will be recorded as 

follows:

i. If the absentee/proxy bid is less than the opening bid value 

it will be recorded and displayed below the opening bid 

value at the time of the start of the auction in the bid 

history for that particular lot.

ii. If the absentee/proxy bid is greater than the opening bid 

value and is less than the next valid bid for that lot (based 

on the minimum increments) it will be recorded and 

displayed as the current highest bid above the opening 

bid value at the time of the start of the auction in the bid 

history for that particular lot. The next valid bid in this case 

will be greater than the current highest bid by a minimum 

increment, which applies to that bid value.

iii.   Multiple absentee/proxy bids received on a particular 

lot before the start of the auction will be recorded and 

displayed in the bid history of the lot according to the 

values with the highest bid being the current valid bid at 

the time of the start of the auction. Absentee/proxy bids 

received at the same value will be prioritised based on the 

time of receiving the bids and will be shown in the bid 

history of the lot.

How do I track my bids?

Under ‘My Bids’ on the page “My Auction Gallery”, bidders 

can keep track of their bids. For ease of tracking bids, bidders 

are advised to assign bidding nicknames to themselves when 

prompted.

Th e most updated bid values shall be shown only when the 

page on the website containing the information on bid values 

is refreshed, which shall happen either automatically at regular 

intervals (indicated at the top of the page), or when a bidder 

clicks on the “click to refresh immediately” link on the page, or 

on the “refresh” or “reload” button on his/her internet browser. 

After the values on the page have been refreshed, any changes 

in bid values shall not be visible to the bidder until the values 

are refreshed again whether automatically or by the bidder.

We encourage bidders to set absentee/proxy bids for lots they 

are interested in well in advance of the closing time for a lot.

When does a lot sell? What are closing and winning bids?

Th e closing bid for a lot is the highest bid at the time a 

particular lot’s bidding has ended. No further bids can be made 

at that point. Th e closing bid is considered a winning bid, only 

if the bid equals or exceeds the reserve price. If the closing 

bid on a particular lot is below the reserve price, it will not be 

considered a winning bid and the lot will be deemed unsold. 

However, if the closing bid belongs to a proxy bidder and is 

below the reserve price, but the proxy bidder’s maximum bid 

price exceeds or equals the reserve price, then the lot will be 

sold to the proxy bidder at the reserve price. Th e winning bids 

for all sold lots will be posted on the website after the close of 

the auction.

Groups of lots are scheduled to close at diff erent times 

on the last day of the auction. Th e bid closing schedule for 

each auction is listed online, and at the back of the printed 

catalogue. Pre‒determined groups of lots will close according 
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to the bid‒closing schedule unless a bid is recorded within a 

span of 2 minutes prior to the lot’s scheduled closing time. In 

this case, the lot closing time will be extended to 2 minutes 

after the time of the last bid. If this time extension takes place, 

bidding on any lot will only end if there is no bid recorded for 

a continuous period of 2 minutes. Bidders are advised to click 

on the “click to refresh immediately” link on the website page 

being viewed by them, or on the “Refresh” link if bidding on a 

mobile, at regular intervals for updates on latest bids and time 

extensions if any.

What is Buyer’s Premium?

In respect of each sale at the auction, Saff ronart shall charge 

a Buyer’s Premium calculated at 20% of the winning bid value 

of up to and including USD 2,000,000; 15% of the winning bid 

value in excess of USD 2,000,000 up to and including USD 

3,000,000; and 12% of the winning bid value in excess of USD 

3,000,000. For lots being shipped from India, a GST (Goods and 

Services Tax) on the Buyer’s Premium shall be to the account 

of the buyer. Th is is applicable for deliveries within India as well 

as overseas.

How will I be invoiced?

If you win a bid, you will be sent an email after the close of 

the auction, containing an invoice for the winning bid plus 

additional charges (shipping, handling, duties and taxes as 

applicable) and the Buyer’s Premium plus GST at applicable 

rates. Th e invoicing details provided at the time of registration 

will be used to raise the invoice and no changes will be accepted 

after the sale.

You may review acceptable modes of payment described in 

the section below. If you are the winning bidder, you are legally 

bound to purchase the item from Saff ronart. Please note that 

purchases will not be shipped out until payment has been 

received and cleared.

What are additional charges?

All post‒sales expenses, including packing, insurance, shipping 

or handling charges, are borne by the buyer. Shipping will be 

charged on courier rates and are determined by the value, 

origin and destination of the package. Local deliveries will be 

charged at actuals.

You may choose to make your own arrangements for shipping 

and handling. However, all documentation requirements must 

be complied with. Please contact us for further details.

What are the Duties and Taxes applicable on my purchase?

All duties and taxes applicable shall be borne by the buyer and 

will depend on the value, origin and destination of the package.

i.  Deliveries in India for lots originating in India:

 Any sale of lots originating from India to an address in India 

is subject to GST at applicable rates on the winning bid 

value and an 18% GST on the Buyer’s Premium. The final 

charges will be determined at the close of the auction and 

will be sent by email to the winning bidder.

ii.  International Shipments for Lots not marked as 

Special Lots:

 For lots originating from India, an 18% GST on the Buyer’s 

Premium is applicable. There may be duties and taxes levied 

depending on the delivery destination which typically 

will be on the total of the winning bid and shipping and 

handling values. Depending on the shipping address, these 

duties and taxes vary according to customs regulations in 

the destination country. Any shipments to EU countries 

will be charged an additional VAT as applicable. Please 

contact Saffronart for further details.

 For imports, the terms of sale are Delivered Duty Unpaid 

(DDU). It is the Buyer’s responsibility to pay all international 

duties, customs charges, taxes and tariffs to the respective 

authorities. Normally, the couriers we contract will pay 

import duties on behalf of the buyer and get reimbursed 

at the time of delivery.

iii.  Shipments and Deliveries for Lots originating outside 

India (lots marked with the symbol )

 These lots are located outside India. Persons residing in 

India can bid on and pay for in USD by complying with 

the appropriate foreign exchange regulations for making 

overseas payments. There are import duties applicable on 

artworks shipped into India. Please contact Saffronart for 

further details.

 In the event that the lot is to be shipped internationally, 

additional charges for international shipments mentioned 

in the above section shall apply.

 Please Note: Lots may require permits for import or 

be subject to import restrictions to certain countries. 

Potential buyers are advised to check import regulations 

prior to making a bid decision. 

How do I make payment?

Buyers will be required to complete payment within a period of 

7 business days from the receipt of the invoice via email. If you 

have not received your invoice within 48 hours of the close of 

the sale, please contact us.

For Buyers in India

Payment can be made in INR only by the following acceptable 

modes of payment:

i. Cheque/Demand Draft: To be made in favour of Saffron 

Art Pvt. Ltd.

ii. RTGS/NEFT: Details will be included with the invoice and 

available upon request

iii. Credit card: up to INR equivalent of USD 5,000 

For Buyers outside India

Payment can be made in USD only by the following acceptable 

modes of payment:

i. Cheque: To be made in favour of Saffron Art Pvt. Ltd.

ii. Direct wire transfer: Details will be included with the 

invoice and available upon request

iii. Credit card: up to USD 5,000

Payment from an NRE account: Th e invoice will be raised in 

USD based on the winning bid value, and the buyer will have to 

transfer an equivalent INR amount at the bank exchange rate. 

Please note that while USD payments are accepted for Special 

Lots, we require an Indian address for shipment.

When will my purchases be delivered/can I collect my 

purchases?

i.   For Antiquities:  Upon receipt of payment from the buyer, 

Saffronart will apply to the ASI (Archaeological Survey 

of India) for transfer of ownership of the antiquity and 

we estimate that the process will take between 60‒ 90 

days. We will be able to deliver your purchase as soon as 

we have completed all formalities with the ASI and  the 

antiquity has been transferred to your name.

 Purchases are shipped out within 7 ‒ 10 business days 

after completion of the ASI transfer, and are insured under 

the terms of Saffronart insurance policy (please note that 

frames are not insured). If there is an expected delay in 

dispatch, the buyer will be informed of the delay via email, 

unless the buyer has indicated an alternative preferred 

mode of communication. 

ii.   For Non‒antiquities: Purchases shipped out within 10 ‒ 15 

business days of the payment being cleared are insured 

under the terms of Saffronart’s insurance policy (please 

note that frames are not insured). If there is an expected 

delay in dispatch, the buyer will be informed of the delay 

via email, unless the buyer has indicated an alternative 

preferred mode of communication.

 Buyers may choose to collect their purchases from the 

Saffronart office in Mumbai. In such cases, buyers are 

requested to make an appointment to collect purchases 

within 10 ‒ 15 business days of completion of all 

payments and documentation formalities. Buyers who 

have completed payment formalities and have not taken 

delivery of their lots from Saffronart within 30 days of the 

completion of payment formalities will be charged storage 

and insurance at applicable rates.

What documentation will I receive with my purchases?

Upon confi rmation of delivery or receipt of shipment, we will 

send you the invoices for your purchases along with the ASI 

registration certifi cate any relevant documentation for the lot 

that has been mentioned in the lot details. Please note that 

Saff ronart does not issue any authenticity certifi cates.

What if my shipment reaches damaged?

All purchases from this sale are fi nal. In the unlikely event of 

your receiving a damaged product, please notify Saff ronart 

directly within fi ve days of receipt of the lot. Please call or 

email us at any of our locations mentioned in the Sales and 

Enquiries section. If Saff ronart does not receive any notifi cation 

within 7 business days of delivery, it shall be assumed that the 

lot has been received in good condition, and no claims will be 

entertained.

What are some of the symbols used next to the lots on 

auction?

  Lots marked with  are not situated in India and therefore, 

may only be bid for and purchased in USD. Persons residing 

in India, wishing to bid in USD must be eligible under the 

various foreign exchange regulations to make payments 

overseas. Please contact Saffronart for further details.

 Lots marked with  indicate that Saffronart owns the lot 

in whole or in part or has an economic interest in the lot 

equivalent to an ownership interest.

How do I participate in your next auction?

If you would like to register to bid or consign to any of our 

upcoming auctions please contact any of our locations listed 

in the Sales and Enquiries section.

If you would like to stay informed of Saff ronart’s upcoming 

events, please register with us online at saff ronart.com
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CONDITIONS FOR SALE

Th ese conditions for sale set out the terms on which We off er 

the Lots listed in this catalogue for sale on behalf of sellers, 

and if you make a successful bid, will form a contract for sale 

between you and the seller.

By participating in this online auction, you acknowledge that 

you are bound by these conditions for sale as listed below and 

on the Website saff ronart.com. You will fi nd a glossary at the 

end explaining the meanings of the words and expressions 

which are in bold.

1. Eligibility and Compliance:

1.1 We have been granted a valid licence under the Antiquities 

Act and Rules for conducting the auction of Lots which 

are Antiquities and for dealing in Antiquities as a part of 

the Lots being auctioned.

1.2 We have verified the valid registration of the Antiquities 

in the name of the relevant sellers as required under the 

Antiquities Act and the Rules. 

1.3 We will have no ownership interest in any Lot which is an 

Antiquity, till the receipt of full payment by Us in respect 

of such Antiquity from a winning bidder in accordance 

with paragraph 6.7 below. Upon receipt of full payment 

by Us from the winning bidder, the ownership of the 

Antiquity along with its registration (as required under 

the Antiquities Act) will be transferred/delivered by 

the Seller to the winning bidder in accordance with the 

provisions of these conditions for sale.

1.4 The possession of the Lots which are Antiquities has 

passed from the respective sellers to Us within the 

territory of India in accordance with the provisions of 

the Antiquities Act and the Rules, and the sellers have 

intimated the Archaeological Survey of India of such 

transfer of possession of the concerned Antiquity from 

such seller to Our designated premises. 

2. Our role as the agent of the Seller:

2.1 We undertake to sell the Lots through this online auction 

as agents for and on behalf of sellers. Unless stated 

otherwise, We have no ownership interest in any Lot in 

this online auction.

2.2 Making a bid online constitutes an irrevocable offer 

to purchase the Lot and the acceptance of a bid as the 

winning bid by Us shall result in an enforceable contract of 

sale between Us, acting solely as the agent of the seller, and 

the winning bidder.

3. Catalogue Descriptions and Condition of Lot

3.1 We offer all Lots for sale at the auction on an “as is” basis, 

meaning that each Lot is sold with all existing faults and 

imperfections. We encourage all potential buyers to 

inspect each item carefully before bidding.

3.2 Any statements made by Us, including by Our 

representatives/employees, about any Lot, whether orally 

or in writing, concerning attribution of such Lot to, for 

example, any school of art or craftsmanship, country 

or origin, history, provenance or condition, are only 

expressions of Our opinion or belief. Such opinions or 

beliefs have been formed honestly in accordance with the 

standard of care expected of an auction house, having due 

regard to the estimated value of each Lot. We have not 

carried out any exhaustive research or analysis on any Lot 

to be sold in this auction, and potential buyers should seek 

appropriate advice on the condition of each Lot from their 

own professional advisors.

3.3 For the convenience of bidders, We provide condition 

reports on Lots upon request free of charge. The report 

includes Our bona fide opinion on the condition of the 

Lot and is not an alternative to viewing and inspecting a 

Lot by a bidder, or a bidder’s duty to seek independent 

advice on the Lot, including its description, condition and 

authenticity.

3.4 The bidders undertake to:

 (i) inspect and satisfy themselves prior to the auction as 

to the condition and description of the Lot;

 (ii) rely on their own judgment as to whether the Lot 

matches its description; and

 (iii) not rely on an illustration of any Lot given in the 

Auction Catalogue.

3.5 Size description/s of all the Lots featured in the Auction 

Catalogue are approximate. We encourage all potential 

buyers to inspect each item carefully before bidding.

3.6 Neither We nor any of Our Affiliates, agents, 

representatives, employees or directors shall be liable for 

errors or omissions in any of the representations made in 

the Auction Catalogue or otherwise, with respect to the 

authenticity, description or condition of any Lot for sale 

through this auction.

4. Viewing the Lots and Bidder Registration

4.1 All Lots for sale are featured in the Auction Catalogue. 

The number listed next to each image is the ‘Lot number’ 

and should be used as a reference during bidding, or for 

any information requests. The Lots in this sale may be 

viewed through any of the following:

 (i)  Viewings – details listed in the ‘Sales and Enquiries’ 

section;

 (ii)  The Online Auction Catalogue; 

 (iii) The printed Auction Catalogue; and

 (iv) The Mobile Auction Catalogue

4.2 We may withdraw any Lot before, during, or after the 

online auction, if We have reasons to believe that the 

authenticity of the Lot or the accuracy of the description 

of the Lot is in doubt, or if there is a breach of Our terms of 

business, or if We otherwise believe, in Our sole discretion, 

that it would be improper to include the Lot in the 

auction.

4.3 All Lots shall be sold subject to the Reserve Price. If the 

winning bid is below the Reserve Price, the Lot shall be 

considered unsold. The Reserve Price on each Lot shall be 

confidential and We shall have no obligation to disclose 

the same to any bidder.  Lots sold in “Absolute Auctions” 

or marked as sold with “No Reserve” are not subject to 

a Reserve Price and will be sold to the highest bidder, 

irrespective of the bid amount.

4.4 We have the sole and absolute discretion to: (i) determine 

the form and content of the descriptions of Lots in the 

Auction Catalogue, (ii) granting bidding access to a 

bidder, (iii) recording, rejecting or accepting bids, and (iv) 

deciding which bid constitutes the winning bid, if any.

4.5 Online bidding access, and access to the MobileApp 

and the telephone bidding facility, shall be given at Our 

discretion and We may set limits on the number of bids 

that may be made by a bidder and/or require payment 

guarantees or deposits as a precondition to giving bidding 

access to a bidder.  Bidders will be informed of their bidding 

limits, if any, and will not be allowed to bid further if their 

bidding limit has been exhausted.

4.6 Bid updates and time extensions, if any, shall be updated 

on the Website. On the Website, bidders may refresh 

bidding values by clicking on the “Refresh” icon or the re‒

load/refresh buttons on their browsers, to view latest bid 

updates and time extensions, if any. We shall evaluate the 

bid histories of specific Lot groups periodically to preserve 

the efficacy of the auction process. This exercise may be 

conducted by Us internally or through third parties solely 

at Our discretion.

4.7 All bidders are required to provide complete and accurate 

invoicing details to Us at the time of registration for the 

auction and invoicing details once registered will not be 

changed. The bidder shall be invoiced based on details 

provided at the time of registering for the auction. 

4.8 New bidders are advised to register at least 48 hours prior 

to the bid. Know‒Your‒Customer (KYC) documents and/

or financial reference letters are required for individual and 

corporate clients and We will not grant bidding access 

if the bidder registration and KYC procedures are not 

complete.

5. Bidding

5.1 For the convenience of bidders, in particular bidders who 

are placing bids on more than one Lot, Lot groups are 

scheduled to close at different times during the auction.

5.2 The bidding for various Lot groups shall be closed in 

accordance with the bid closing schedule. However, a 

bid can be recorded by Us in the 2 minutes prior to the 

closing time of the Lot. The closing time for such Lot shall 

be extended to a time that is 2 minutes after the time 

that the last bid was made. In the event of extension of 

closing time in accordance with this paragraph, bidding 

on the Lot shall only end if no bid is recorded by Us for 

a continuous period of 2 minutes. Bidders are advised to 

click on the “Refresh” icon on the Website page being 

viewed by them or on the “Refresh” button in the browser 

at regular intervals (in accordance with the provisions of 

paragraph 5.4 below) for updates on latest bids and time 

extensions, if any.

5.3 The Website shall also contain a “My Auction” filtered 

view of the Auction Catalogue and the bidder may click 

on this link to access information on all bids made by 

the bidder in respect of various Lots. For ease of tracking 

bids, bidders are advised to assign bidding nicknames to 

themselves.  The Website shall contain the bid history for 

each Lot, being the bid amounts that have been recorded 

since the start of the auction till the current highest bid; 
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and a countdown clock indicating the amount of time 

available for placing bids before the closing time.

5.4 The bid history, current bid and countdown clock shall 

be accurate at the time of downloading of those values. 

However, such information shall not reflect any changes 

in the bid history, current bid and/or countdown clock 

that may have occurred during the time taken for this 

information to reach the bidder’s computer from Our 

server. The most updated bid values shall be shown only 

when the information on bid values is refreshed, which 

shall happen either automatically, or when a bidder clicks 

on the “Refresh” icon on the Website page, or on the 

“Refresh” or “Reload” button on his/her internet browser. 

After the values on the page have been refreshed, any 

changes in the bid history shall not be visible to the bidder 

until the values are refreshed again, whether automatically 

on the Website, or by the bidder. 

5.5 When the countdown clock counts down to zero, in 

the case where the closing time in respect of a particular 

Lot has been extended by a further 2 minutes pursuant 

to paragraph 5.2 above, the countdown clock may not 

reflect such extension. The bidder may wait for the values 

on the page to refresh automatically on the Website, or 

click on the “Refresh” icon on the page, or on the “Refresh” 

or “Reload” button on his/her internet browser after the 

countdown clock has counted down to zero to determine 

whether the closing time has been extended for that Lot.

5.6 The countdown clock combined with the current highest 

bid as shown on the bid history on the Website shall only 

be an indication of the highest bid amount at the time 

when the values on the Website were refreshed in the 

manner set out in paragraph 4.5 above. Should bidders 

want more frequent updates, they are advised to refresh 

values as described in paragraph 5.5 above in order to view 

the most updated bid history and countdown clock.

5.7 Bidders may download the MobileApp onto any mobile 

device that supports Android and iOS, and use it to place 

advance bids. To avail of this service, you must be registered 

as a bidder.  We do not accept any liability in the unlikely 

event that a bid through the MobileApp is not executed 

or executed incorrectly.

5.8 The foreign currency exchange rate used is constant during 

the auction, and has currently been set at 1:70 (USD:INR). 

Prior to the start of the auction, We may at Our discretion 

change the exchange rate used, based on fluctuations in 

market exchange rates. The estimates for individual Lots 

have been ‘rounded off ’ for ease of reference and may not 

reflect the exact exchange rate used for bid calculations.

5.9 Technical Downtime:  In the unlikely event that the 

Website or MobileApp is inaccessible to bidders or 

partially disabled due to Technical Downtime at any time 

during the half an hour prior to the scheduled closing 

time of the auction for any of the Lot groups, the closing 

time of that Lot group and subsequent Lot groups will be 

extended by the duration of such Technical Downtime. 

In case the Technical Downtime extends beyond the 

closing time for a particular Lot group, the Website and the 

MobileApp, as the case may be, shall, after the Technical 

Downtime, show the auction for the particular Lot group 

as closed. However, the closing time for such Lot group and 

subsequent Lot groups shall be extended by the duration 

of the Technical Downtime and appropriate details of the 

extension shall be published on the Website shortly after 

recovery from the Technical Downtime. Bids recorded 

prior to any Technical Downtime will be treated as valid. 

We shall not be liable for any loss of information due to 

the Technical Downtime. The data logs of Our server will 

determine the duration of the Technical Downtime and 

any determination made by Us in respect of extension of 

the closing time shall be final.

5.10 Due to the nature of internet and/or mobile traffic, there 

may be an unpredictable time‒lag between a bidder 

placing a bid, and that bid being received by Us. Therefore, 

although a bidder may have placed his/her bid prior 

to the closing time, the bid may be received by Us after 

the closing time for the Lot in respect of which the bid 

has been placed and shall, in such an event, be rejected. 

In order to prevent bids being rejected in such a manner, 

bidders may set proxy bids/automatic bids on Lots which 

the bidder wishes to bid for.

5.11 Proxy bids may be recorded with Us 12 hours prior to 

the closing time, subject to the other provisions of these 

conditions for sale, including any limits imposed by Us on 

the number of bids that a bidder may place.  Proxy bids are 

accepted from bidders once they have been given bidding 

access for the auction and may be entered prior to auction 

start and up until the auction closes.

 Once a bid is registered in Our system, whether placed 

by an active bidder or by proxy, it is immediately and 

automatically displayed for all registered users to see.

5.12 Bidders are advised to keep their login ID and password 

secure at all times. We will hold the bidder responsible for 

all bids placed using their login ID and password, whether 

via the Website or through the MobileApp. Bidders 

choosing to bid via telephone are advised to re‒set their 

passwords at the close of the auction.

5.13 Our employees may not bid in the auction once the 

auction has started. They may, however, submit an 

absentee/proxy bid for an amount which may be equal to 

or above the lower estimate of a Lot before the auction 

commences. Once the auction has started, they may not 

increase their bid or alter it in any way.  Our employees 

may also bid in charity auctions that are held on the 

Auction Platform.

5.14 Our auction platform does not allow any bids to be 

placed by Us on behalf of a seller. All bids recorded are 

from registered bidders.

5.15 We have the right to exercise reasonable discretion in 

setting bid increments, refusing any bid, advancing the 

bidding, withdrawing or dividing any Lot, combining any 

two or more Lots, and in the case of error or dispute, 

during or after the sale, determining the successful bidder, 

continuing the bidding, cancelling the sale or reoffering and 

reselling the item in dispute. If any dispute arises after the 

sale, then, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, 

the sale record maintained by Us will be conclusive.

5.16 We reserve the right not to award the winning bid to the 

bidder with the highest bid at the closing date if We deem 

it necessary to do so.

5.17 We shall retain the right to display the results of the sale 

and Lot details sold by Us, including catalogue descriptions 

and prices on the Website at all times, including after the 

completion of the sale.  We regret that We cannot agree to 

requests to remove these details from the Website.

5.18 At Our discretion, proxy bids submitted on “no reserve” 

Lots will be executed at a minimum of 10% of the lower 

estimate of the relevant Lot if there is no competing bid, 

and provided that the proxy bid amount is greater than 

such minimum value.  Notwithstanding the above, in the 

event that there is a bid lower than such minimum value 

and there is no competing higher bid, then We may, at 

Our discretion, execute the Lot at such lower value.

5.19 We shall retain the right to display the results of the sale 

and Lot details sold by Us, including catalogue descriptions 

and prices on the Website at all times, including after the 

completion of the sale.  We regret that We cannot agree to 

requests to remove these details from the Website.

6. Completing the Purchase

6.1 We will raise invoices on the winning bidder for the sale 

price and Buyer’s Premium, applicable taxes on sale of the 

Lots and other additional charges that may be incurred by 

Us, if any, including shipping and handling of the Lots and 

additional levies.

6.2  (a) The title to all Lots marked with  shall pass from the 

seller to Us outside the territory of the United States 

of America.

6.2  (b) The title to the Lots other than mentioned in 6.2(a) 

above shall pass to the winning bidder at the time that 

bidding is closed for each Lot and such winning bidder 

shall thereafter assume full risk and responsibility for 

such Lot. In any event, the Lots purchased will not be 

released or shipped out to the winning bidder or his/

her representative until the winning bidder has fulfilled 

his payment and other obligations as described in 

these conditions for sale.

6.3 For Lots which are not Antiquities, the title to the Lots 

purchased shall pass to the winning bidder at the time 

that bidding is closed for each Lot and such winning 

bidder shall thereafter assume full risk and responsibility 

for such Lot(s). In any event, Lots purchased will not be 

released or shipped out to the winning bidder or his/her 

representative until the winning bidder has fulfilled his/

her payment and other obligations as described in these 

conditions for sale. 

6.4 (a)  Subject to fulfilment of all these conditions for sale, 

the title to the Lots which are Antiquities shall pass to 

the winning bidder upon full payment by the winning 

bidder to Us, and such winning bidder assumes full 

risk and responsibilities thereafter. However, since We 

cannot deliver possession of the Antiquity to a third 

person prior to transferring the ownership along with 

valid registration to such third person in accordance 

with the provisions of the Antiquities Act and the 

Rules, subject to receipt by Us of full payment and 

of the duly signed requisite forms and documents 

from the winning bidder required for the purpose of 

transferring the ownership along with registration of 

the Antiquity to the winning bidder, We shall make 

best endeavours to transfer/deliver such Antiquity to 

the winning bidder within 90 days from the date of 

the receipt of full payment, and transfer papers from 

the winning bidder. The winning bidders are hereby 

made aware that the process for transfer of ownership 

along with registration from one person to the other 

in accordance with the provisions of the Antiquities 

Act and the Rules is a process administered by the 

Archaeological Survey of India and may take longer 

than the envisaged period of 90 days. We will not be 

responsible for any delays involved in transfer/delivery 

of ownership along with registration of any Antiquity. 

In the event that the registering officer or any other 

employee of the Archaeological Survey of India 

empowered to execute the transfer of ownership along 

with registration of an Antiquity insists on sending 
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the duly transferred registration certificate directly to 

the winning bidder, We will not be responsible for 

any damage or loss in transit of the said registration 

certificate. Winning bidders are advised to read and 

abide by the provisions of the Antiquities Act and 

the Rules and all notifications issued thereunder 

from time to time, which are available with the 

Archaeological Survey of India and also at the website 

of the Archaeological Survey of India (www.asi.nic.in).

6.4  (b)  Lots over a hundred years old, whether 

registered with the ASI or otherwise,

 or deemed National Treasures, are NON‒

EXPORTABLE as per the Antiquities Act and the 

Rules, and cannot be exported out of India. 

6.5 In respect of each sale at the auction, We shall charge a 

Buyer’s Premium calculated at the rate of (i) 20% of the 

winning bid value of up to and including USD 2,000,000 (ii) 

15% of the winning bid value in excess of USD 2,000,000 up 

to and including USD 3,000,000 and (iii) 12% of the winning 

bid value in excess of USD 3,000,000. GST  applicable on 

the Buyer’s Premium shall be payable by the winning 

bidder.

6.6 The winning bidder shall be invoiced based on details 

provided at the time of registering for the auction. Winning 

bidders located in India will be invoiced in INR and all 

other winning bidders will be invoiced in USD. Payments 

must be made in the currency on the invoice in any of the 

following modes of payment.

For INR payments

1. Cheque/Demand Draft

2. RTGS/NEFT

3. Credit card: up to INR equivalent of USD 5,000

For USD payments

1. Cheque

2. Direct wire transfer

3. Credit card: up to USD 5,000

NOTE: Payments in excess of USD 5,000, or its INR equivalent, 

must be made through a wire transfer or cheque. We and Our 

Affi  liates will not be held responsible for any refusal or failure 

to accept modes of payment not outlined above.

6.7 The winning bidder shall pay the sale price and Buyer’s 

Premium in full (including the applicable taxes and other 

charges, if any) within 7 (seven) business days from the date 

of invoice. Subject to paragraph 6.4 above, no shipment or 

delivery of the Lot will be made to the winning bidder if the 

sale price and Buyer’s Premium (including the applicable 

taxes and other service charges, if any) are not received 

by Us and until all proper documentation in connection 

with the sale of the Lot has been completed, and until 

the ownership along with registration of the Lot has not 

been transferred from the seller to the winning bidder (in 

case of  Lots which are Antiquities, such transfer being in 

accordance with the provisions of the Antiquities Act and 

the Rules). Payments will not be accepted from any parties 

other than the winning bidder as recorded on the invoice.

6.8 The winning bidder acknowledges that We will abide by 

any export restrictions that may apply in the countries from 

where specific Lots will be shipped. The winning bidder 

shall also be responsible to ensure that the Lot(s) are freely 

importable into his/her country or to the country where 

the destination for delivery (as specified by the winning 

bidder) is located. If the winning bidder or We become 

aware of any restrictions to such import subsequent to 

the completion of the auction, the winning bidder shall 

provide an alternate delivery destination to Us. All costs 

associated with the process of delivery and storage (when 

required) of the Lot shall be borne by the winning bidder. 

The Lot(s) shall be handed over to the winning bidder or 

his/her nominee only upon full payment of all such costs.

6.9 Lots marked as “Art Treasures” and/or “Antiquities” under 

the Antiquities Act and Rules cannot be exported outside 

India, notwithstanding that the payment in lieu of such 

Lots may be received from the winning bidder in USD.  If 

you are the successful bidder for any such Lot, you agree 

not to export such Lot outside of India.  Each winning 

bidder is solely responsible for meeting the requirements 

of the Antiquities Act and Rules, or any related state 

legislation.  Please note that the Lots are marked for your 

convenience only, and We do not accept any liability for 

errors or for failing to mark the Lots. 

6.10 Non payment: In case payments are not received within 

7 business days of each invoice, We shall treat the same 

as a breach of contract of sale by the winning bidder, and 

the seller may, in such an event, authorise Us to take any 

steps (including the institution of legal proceedings), as 

it may deem to be appropriate to enforce payment by 

the winning bidder. In addition, the winning bidder will 

be charged demurrage at 1% of the total value (winning 

bid plus Buyer’s Premium) or INR 10,000 per month, 

whichever is higher, till the date of actual payment.

6.11 With respect to Lots which are Antiquities, pursuant to 

the ownership along with registration of the Antiquity 

being transferred from Us to the winning bidder in 

accordance with the provisions of the Antiquities Act 

and Rules, if the winning bidder informs Us that the 

winning bidder wishes to collect the Antiquity from Us in 

person and such Antiquity is not collected by the winning 

bidder within 30 days of the registration formalities being 

completed, We shall arrange for storage of the Antiquity 

at the winning bidder’s expense, and shall only release the 

Antiquity after payment has been made, in full, of the 

sale price and Buyer’s Premium, including storage and 

insurance at applicable rates.

6.12 We shall be entitled to exercise a lien on the Lot for 

payment of any sums due to Us from the winning bidder, 

including the sale price, Buyer’s Premium or costs relating 

to storage and insurance where they are to be borne by 

the winning bidder, in relation to any Lot purchased by the 

winning bidder.

7. Authenticity Guarantee

7.1  We provide a limited guarantee on the authenticity of the 

Lots for a period of one year from the date of the auction of 

such Lots. We only guarantee, subject to the qualifications 

below, the information mentioned in all capital letters in 

the title heading of the Lot in the Auction Catalogue.  We 

do not guarantee any other attribute of such Lot even if 

such other attribute is in all capital letters.

7.2  The authenticity guarantee does not apply to title heading 

or part of a title heading which is qualified. A title heading 

is qualified when it is limited by a clarification or limitation 

in all capital letters in the title heading of the Lot in the 

Auction Catalogue.

7.3  The authenticity guarantee does not apply if the title 

heading of the Lot in the Auction Catalogue, as on the 

date of auction or as amended by any saleroom notice, 

either is in accordance with the generally accepted opinion 

of experts, or indicates that there is a conflict of opinion of 

such experts.

7.4  The authenticity guarantee does not apply if it is proved 

that the title heading of the Lot in all capital letters in the 

Auction Catalogue, is not authentic only by scientific 

means or processes which, on the date We published 

the Auction Catalogue, was not generally available 

or accepted, or which was unreasonably expensive or 

impractical to use, or which was likely to have caused 

damage to the Lot, or which was likely to have caused loss 

of value to the Lot.

7.5  In the unlikely event that within one year from the sale 

of the Lot through auction, it is proved by the winning 

bidder, to Our reasonable satisfaction, that the Lot was 

not authentic and if, in Our opinion, bidders being aware 

of such error or omission would have bid significantly less 

than the actual sale price, We shall be entitled to rescind 

the sale, and the seller will be liable to refund to the 

winning bidder the sale price paid for the Lot.

7.6  The guarantee above shall be subject to the following 

conditions:

 (i)  the claim is made by the winning bidder as registered 

with Us and if the winning bidder has owned the Lot 

continuously between the date of auction and the 

date of claim (the benefit of the claim is not assignable 

to any subsequent owners or others who may acquire 

or have an interest in any of the Lots);

 (ii) the concerned property in the Lot is returned to Us 

in the same condition that it was in at the time of 

delivery of such property in the Lot to the winning 

bidder; and

 (iii) the concerned property in the Lot is indisputably the 

same as purchased through the auction.

 Once We obtain the refunded amount from the seller, We 

shall forward the same along with the amount charged by 

Us as the Buyer’s Premium to the winning bidder. We shall 

not be accountable to the winning bidder for any taxes, 

shipping, handling or any other charges that may have 

been applicable at any time from the sale of the Lot till the 

claim.

7.7  All such claims will be handled on a case‒by‒case basis, 

and in the case of an authenticity claim, We will require 

that examinable proof, which clearly demonstrates that 

the Lot is not authentic, is provided by an established and 

acknowledged authority. Our decision in respect of such 

claims shall be final and binding.

7.8  In all cases, We retain the right to consult with, at the 

expense of the winning bidder, two recognised experts 

in the field (such experts being mutually acceptable to 

Us and the winning bidder), to examine the Lot under 

question before deciding to rescind the sale and offer the 

refund under the guarantee set out above. The opinion of 

the experts shall not be binding on Us.

7.9  In the event of the seller’s failure to refund the proceeds 

as stated in this paragraph, the winning bidder shall return 

the concerned property in the Lot to Us and authorise Us 

as its agent to initiate legal proceedings against the seller. 

Any such steps taken or legal proceedings instituted by Us 

against the seller shall be to the cost of the winning bidder.

8. Privacy of Personal Information

8.1  We will maintain the confidentiality of your personal 

information as disclosed to Us and undertake to not 

disclose such information to any third party, unless 
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otherwise required by law or a governmental authority.

8.2    The winning bidder agrees to maintain the confidentiality 

of the information about the seller, including name 

and address, as mentioned in any Antiquity related 

document/s.

9. Extent of Our Liability

9.1 We have an obligation to refund the sale price and Buyer’s 

Premium to the winning bidder only in the circumstances 

described above (in paragraph 7). Damages to, or losses or 

loss in value of any of the Lots (excluding frames) incurred 

during shipping and transit are covered as per the insurance 

policy obtained by Us. In case the winning bidder opts out 

of insurance coverage arranged for by Us, We shall not 

entertain any claims for damage or loss during shipping 

and transit. Subject to the authenticity guarantee above, 

neither Our suppliers nor Us, nor any of Our employees or 

agents, shall be responsible, either for the correctness of any 

statements as to the authorship, origin, date, age, attributes 

or genuineness of any Lot in the sale, or for any mistakes 

in the description of the Lots, or for any faults or defects 

in the Lots, or for any other act or omission whatsoever. 

We offer no guarantee or warranty other than the limited 

guarantee set out in paragraph 7 above.

9.2 The rescission of the sale and the refund of the total sale 

price paid by the winning bidder is the sole remedy that 

may be sought by a winning bidder, and such remedy 

is exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy which may 

otherwise be available under law. We shall not be liable 

for any incidental or consequential damages incurred or 

claimed.

10. Copyright

All content of Our Auction Catalogue, the print catalogue, 

eCatalogue and content on the Website and MobileApp are 

copyright protected in favour of “Saff ronart”. All trademarks, 

names, brand names, etc. used in the print Auction Catalogue 

and on the Website and MobileApp are either trademarks 

or registered trademarks of Saff ronart, or of their respective 

owners. Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved. 

No image, illustration or written material maybe used or 

required without Our prior written permission. We and the 

seller(s) make no representation or warranty that the winning 

bidder of a Lot will acquire any copyright or other reproduction 

rights in it.

11. Legal Notices

11.1 We may validly serve a bidder with legal notice, if required, 

under these conditions of sale by:

 (i) sending an email to the email address disclosed by the 

bidder to Us; or

 (ii) sending a courier to the address disclosed by the 

bidder to Us.

11.2 Such legal notice shall be deemed to have been properly 

served:

 (i) in the case of email transmission ‒ on the date of the 

transmission; or

 (ii) in case of transmission by courier ‒ 2 business days 

after the dispatch of the notice by courier.

12. Waiver

No failure or delay in exercising any right, power, privilege or 

remedy under these conditions for sale shall in any way impair 

or aff ect the exercise thereof or operate as a waiver thereof 

in whole or in part. No single or partial exercise of any right, 

power, privilege or remedy under these conditions for sale shall 

prevent any further or other exercise thereof or the exercise of 

any other right, power, privilege or remedy.

13. Severability

If any part of these conditions of sale between the winning 

bidder and Us is found by any court of law to be invalid, illegal 

or unenforceable, that part may be discounted and the rest 

of the conditions shall be enforceable to the fullest extent 

permissible by law.

14. Governing Law and Jurisdiction

Th ese conditions for sale are subject to the laws of India. All 

parties are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of courts at 

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India.

15.     Symbols used in this catalogue 

 Lots marked with  are not situated in India and therefore, 

may only be bid for and purchased in USD. Persons residing 

in India, wishing to bid in USD must be eligible under the 

various foreign exchange regulations to make payments 

overseas. Please contact Saffronart for further details.

 Lots marked with  indicate that Saffronart owns the Lot 

in whole or in part or has an economic interest in the Lot 

equivalent to an ownership interest.

GLOSSARY

Affi  liates: Saff ron Art Private Limited, Planet Saff ron Inc., Planet 

Saff ron Management Co. LLC, and their holding or subsidiary 

companies as on the date of the online auction.

Antiquities Act: Th e Antiquities and Art Treasures Act, 1972 

and any amendments made thereto from time to time.

Antiquity/Antiquities: An antiquity as per Section 2 of the 

Antiquities Act and registered under the provisions of Sections 

14 and 16 of the Antiquities Act.

Auction Catalogue: Th e catalogue published by Us, whether 

in print, on the MobileApp or on the Website, containing 

details of the auction along with the description, price and 

other details of Antiquities to be off ered for sale at such 

auction. In case of any discrepancy between the print Auction 

Catalogue, the MobileApp Auction Catalogue, the online 

Auction Catalogue and/or the eCatalogue, the online 

Auction Catalogue, as modifi ed by Us from time to time, shall 

take precedence.

Buyer’s Premium: Th e amount charged by Us from the winning 

bidder for services rendered by Us, in accordance with these 

conditions for sale, in connection with the purchase of the Lots 

by the winning bidder.

GST: Goods and Services Tax

Lot/Lots: A property, including an Antiquity, to be off ered 

at the auction, or two or more properties/ Antiquities to be 

off ered at the auction as a group.

MobileApp: Mobile application developed by Saff ronart, in 

Saff ronart’s capacity as Our service provider providing a mobile 

auction platform for the auction.

Our/Us/We: Saff ronart Management Corporation, acting 

either on its own behalf, or as a representative of any of its 

Affi  liates.

Reserve Price: Th e minimum price that a seller has 

communicated to Us as being acceptable for the sale of a Lot 

through the auction.

Rules: Th e Antiquities and Art Treasure Rules, 1973 and any 

amendments made thereto from time to time.

Technical Downtime: Th e time period during which the 

Website or its server is not in operation due to a malfunction.

Website: Saff ronart’s website (www.saff ronart.com), in 

Saff ronart’s capacity as Our service provider providing an 

online auction platform for the auction.
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ABSENTEE/PROXY BID FORM

To enter absentee/proxy bids, please sign the completed form and email it to auction@saff ronart.com, or fax it to 

+91 22 2432 1187. You may also submit absentee/proxy bids online. For additional information, please refer to our "Frequently Asked 

Questions (FAQs)" section at the back of the catalogue or on the Saff ronart website.

“I request Saff ronart, without legal obligation on its part, to bid on the Lots listed below, up to the maximum price I have specifi ed.

I agree that my Bid will be treated as an off er and is subject to the Conditions for Sale listed in the catalogue and on saff ronart.com.

I understand that Saff ronart is accepting written Bids for the convenience of clients and I will not hold it liable for failure to record my 

Bid. I understand that a maximum Bid, once recorded, may not be cancelled.”

Please print clearly in capital letters. Please mention the lot number and description accurately (artist name, title). Bidders are required to provide all invoicing details prior 

to the sale. Th e bidder as registered with Saff ronart will be invoiced, and no invoices will be changed after the sale.

Lot No. Artist/Description Maximum Bid Amount in USD / INR

Name:  Email:

Address:

City: Pin/Post Code:  Country:

Tel (mobile): Tel (offi  ce/home):   

Saff ronart username:  

  Signature

Auction Closing

For your convenience, especially if you are bidding on multiple lots, groups of lots are scheduled to close at diff erent times on 28 March, 

2019.

Pre‒determined groups of lots will close according to the bid‒closing schedule below unless a bid is recorded within a span of 2 

minutes prior to the lot's scheduled closing time. In this case, the countdown clock for that lot will be reset to 2 minutes and the lot 

closing time will be extended accordingly. Bidding on any lot will only end if there is no bid recorded for a span of 2 minutes.

Lots have been allotted into groups, and the closing schedule for the various groups is as follows:

MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY INDIAN ART  | SPRING ONLINE AUCTION  |  2728 MARCH 2019

CLOSING SCHEDULE

Groups Lot 

Number

Closing Time

 (India)

Closing Time

(US Eastern)

Closing Time

(US Pacifi c)

Closing Time

(UK)

Closing Time

(Japan)

Closing Time

(Hong Kong)

1 1‒20 8 PM 10.30 AM 7.30 AM 2.30 PM 11.30 PM 10.30 PM

2 21‒37 8.15 PM 10.45 AM 7.45 AM 2.45 PM 11.45 PM 10.45 PM

3 38‒59 8.30 PM 11 AM 8 AM 3 PM
12 PM

(29 March 2019)
011 PM

4 60‒76 8.45 PM 11.15 AM 8.15 AM 3.15 PM
12.15 PM

(29 March 2019)
11.15 PM

5 77‒89 9 PM 11.30 AM 8.30 AM 3.30 PM
12.30 PM

(29 March 2019)
11.30 PM
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BIDDING INCREMENTS
Bidding begins below the lower estimate, and increases in steps, or increments. Th e next valid bid is based on the increments listed 

below.  If bidders enter a proxy bid online, the next bid is placed at the minimum incremental value.

1.  I agree and consent to paying the Buyer’s Premium calculated at the rate of 20% of the winning bid value of up to and including USD 

2,000,000; 15% of the winning bid value in excess of USD 2,000,000 up to and including USD 3,000,000; and 12% of the winning bid 

value in excess of USD 3,000,000. All applicable duties and taxes, and shipping and handling charges shall be borne by me.

2.  I understand that if Saffronart receives identical absentee/proxy Bids, and if these Bids are the highest for the Lot, Saffronart will sell 

the Lot to the Bidder whose Bid it received and accepted first.

3.  I understand that absentee/proxy Bids submitted on “no reserve” lots will be executed at a minimum of 10% of the lower estimate 

(the "Minimum Value"), if there is no competing Bid, and the absentee/proxy Bid amount is greater than the Minimum Value.

For New Bidders

If you have not previously registered with saffronart.com, please create a username on our website. To participate in this auction, you 

will have to pre–register with your login details. When contacted by our representative, please provide a proof of identity and address 

document, such as a copy of an official photo identity card (either a PAN Card, National Identity Card, Passport or Driver’s Licence). Once 

your documents are verified, you will be given access to bid. You may also call our auction helpline at +91 22 2432 2898.

INR increments are subject to change depending on the 

exchange rate for the auction.

Below $5000

 • By $100 up to but less than $1,000

 • By $150 up to but less than $2,500

 • By $250 up to but less than $5,000       

$5,000 ‒ $10,000

 • By $500 up to but less than $7,500

 • By $750 up to but less than $10,000

$10,000 ‒ $50,000

 • By $1,000 up to but less than $15,000

 • By $1,500 up to but less than $25,000

 • By $2,500 up to but less than $50,000

$50,000 ‒ $100,000

 • By $5,000 up to but less than $75,000

 • By $7,500 up to but less than $100,000

$100,000 ‒ $500,000

 • By $10,000 up to but less than $150,000

 • By $15,000 up to but less than $200,000

 • By $20,000 up to but less than $250,000

 • By $25,000 up to but less than $500,000

$500,000 ‒ $1,000,000

 • By $50,000 up to but less than $750,000

 • By $75,000 up to but less than $1,000,000

$1,000,000 ‒ $10,000,000

 • By $100,000 up to but less than $2,000,000

 • By $200,000 up to but less than $3,000,000

 • By $300,000 up to but less than $4,000,000

 • By $400,000 up to but less than $5,000,000

 • By $500,000 up to but less than $6,000,000

 • By $600,000 up to but less than $7,000,000

 • By $700,000 up to but less than $8,000,000

 • By $800,000 up to but less than $9,000,000

 • By $900,000 up to but less than $10,000,000

 • By $1,000,000 from $10,000,000
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PRIME PROPERTIES 2019

LEOPARD ROCK: A MAGICAL NILGIRIS HOME

One of India’s most beautiful mountain homes, Leopard Rock sits on vast, sculptural 

rocks surrounded by lush green valleys and hills, with stunning furnishings 

handpicked by Vassanty Manet of Via Pondichery that transform it into a sanctum 

of comfort and taste in a natural wonderland.
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Featuring luxurious homes in Dharamsala, the Nilgiris, Pawna and Goa
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